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Abstract 
This master thesis project describes the research conducted on capacity planning in a high mix 

low volume, make-to-order assembly environment with (partly) known demand. 

 

In today’s competitive environment, customers demand from manufacturers that they can 

provide good quality products in time, and for a competitive price. To comply with this 

requirement, manufacturers need an efficient way to plan orders and resources. Capacity 

investments often come with high costs, therefore innovative capacity plans and planning 

methods are required. Mismatches between demand and capacity have negative consequences, 

and can be costly. Therefore a proper capacity planning process has to be in place. 

 

The research on the described subject is carried out on the system assembly department of 

Prodrive Technologies B.V. located in Son. Prodrive assembles a wide variety of products, from 

high complex power supplies to low complex consumer electronics. The volumes of the products 

also vary a lot, from 3 to 20.000 products per year. Prodrive’s aim is to deliver the most 

competitive solutions in electronics design, manufacturing and added value services for OEM's 

and ODM's operating in industrial, professional and consumer markets. The high-tech 

electronics market is a dynamic market, leading to a dynamic demand pattern. 

The system assembly department of Prodrive is responsible for all assembly operations required 

to make a working product out of all separate components. Within the department three 

different assembly types can be distinguished. These are ‘high volume products’, ‘low volume 

products’ and ‘in-line low volume products’. These practical issues are considered as input for 

this project and are incorporated in this study. 

 

The aim of this study is to develop a model that gives insight in, and supports the decision 

making process around capacity planning for a make-to-order assembly department with a high 

mix low volume product assortment and known demand. 
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Management summary 
This master thesis extends research on capacity planning for MTO HMLV assembly departments 

with (partly) known demand, by creating insight in the effects of different sequencing rules and 

combining existing literature. The developed methodology and tool is tested within a high-tech 

OEM electronics manufacturer; Prodrive Technologies B.V.  

 

Problem introduction 

As an OEM in the high-tech industry handling a high mix low volume product assortment, 

demand is fluctuating.  In today’s competitive environment, customers demand manufacturers 

to provide good quality products in time, and for a competitive price. To comply with this 

requirement, manufacturers need an efficient way to plan orders and resources. Capacity 

investments often come with high costs, therefore innovative capacity plans and planning 

methods are required (Tanrisever, Morrice, & Morton, 2012). 

 

Because of the industry Prodrive is in, and the supplier role they provide for a large number of 

(OEM) customers, their demand is fluctuating. This is mainly initiated by the high-tech industry, 

make-to-order environment and high mix low volume product assortment. The underlying 

reasons for this research study are a high number of tardy orders, hectic situations on the work 

floor and a presumption that a mismatch on capacity facilitates this. Following from this 

problem overview is the research question: 

 

“With which methodology can we, given certain performance targets on tardiness and costs, 

determine capacity levels for a system assembly department with fluctuating (partly known) 

demand and a high product mix in low volumes?” 

 

With the following problem characteristics: 

 Make-to-order, high mix low volume environment. 

 Fluctuating demand, workload is variable day to day. 

 Orders start on time, but finish late. 

 Demand is known, but can be rescheduled / adjusted. 

 Incoming orders cannot be rejected; all orders have to be accepted. 

 Workforce can be expanded/reduced on very short-term 

 

The research assignment connected to this problem can be formulated as: 

“Design/Develop a methodology that, given certain performance targets, determines the 

capacity levels given the constraints available in an environment where orders are (partly) 

known, that is make-to-order driven and that has a high mix of products in low volumes.” 

 

Research approach 

The research approach is based on the cycle of Van Aken (2007). The first steps are coming up 

with the problem definition, analysis and diagnosis and plan of action. These steps resulted in a 
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problem overview like described in the previous section and a restricted scope. After that a 

detailed analysis of the current situation is given. The most important characteristics and 

performance measures of the assembly department at Prodrive where evaluated. This 

eventually served as input for a conceptual and detailed theoretical model (based on existing 

literature), which takes into account the boundaries of the research. The model is based on 

existing order sequencing rules combined with the makespan minimization theory of Bertrand 

et al. (2012). The developed tool gives insight in the effect of a sequencing rule and adding 

capacity, on total costs and tardiness of an order set. The outcomes eventually gives more 

insight in the required capacity and order allocation method over a time horizon, as well as the 

effect that changing parameters has on the performance of an assembly department. 

Depending on a trade-off between tardiness and costs a company eventually can decide its 

optimal capacity planning and order allocation configuration. 

 

Methodology 

The developed methodology in this study is driven by the main performance driver of Prodrive; 

minimizing maximum tardiness. Because of the fluctuating demand, obtaining a workforce that 

is as constant as possible is strived for. The methodology follows a hierarchical approach. First a 

rough cut planning is made based on an order overview with a planning horizon of 12 weeks, 

which results in constant capacity levels for each assembly type. Using these capacity levels, 

orders will be assigned to this capacity in more detail. When running the developed tool a 

sequencing method can be chosen, after which the orders are assigned to the workstation with 

the least already allocated processing time. This minimizes the makespan and flattens out 

capacity. After all orders are allocated performance can be reviewed, and the planning can be 

optimized by changing the sequencing method or adding capacity. The tool eventually can 

create an overview (Figure 11), which gives insight in the effect on tardiness and costs when 

adding capacity, for every sequencing rule one wants to include. 

 

Results 

This research has resulted in a tool with which different scenarios can be tested for an assembly 

department with earlier described characteristics. A case study is performed at the system 

assembly department of Prodrive Technologies B.V. Different scenarios are evaluated and 

compared with the current performance of the assembly department. As input the expected 

orders over week 4 – 16 2014 are evaluated. For Prodrive the key performance measure is 

maximum tardiness; and therefore this will have to be minimized (costs are not negligible, but 

maximum tardiness is leading).The results generated in this study are an indication of what is 

possible with the tool. More scenarios can be run until enough results are obtained to make a 

proper trade-off. 

Currently on average 60% of all orders within the system assembly department are tardy, with a 

maximum tardiness of 28 days. This can be the effect of numerous factors like missing parts, late 

confirmation of orders, lack of capacity or wrong priority setting.  
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The EDD sequencing method came out best looking at Prodrive’s KPIs. Maximum tardiness is 

reduced from 28 to 5 days, and number of tardy jobs is reduced from 60% to 11%. For this 

performance additional capacity is required. The size of the additional capacity eventually 

depends on the performance level that is pursued.  

When looking to the performance of the other sequencing rules tested in this research, SPT 

came closest to the performance of EDD. In terms of maximum tardiness performance was a lot 

poorer. For SPT maximum tardiness was significantly higher than for EDD, but the number of 

tardy jobs and workforce was smaller. The sequencing methods SPT and CR didn’t lead to better 

results than the latter two on all aspects (Appendix C and Appendix D). 

  

Conclusion and recommendations 

The goal of this research was to answer the research question described earlier. By developing a 

tool that can run different scenario’s this question can be answered. Based on the outcome of 

different scenario’s a company can make a trade-off decision between accepting tardiness, or 

investing in additional capacity. The effect of using different sequencing rules and adding 

capacity is shown in this research. Since the results generated by the tool are much better than 

the current real-life performance in the Prodrive case-study, it can be concluded that the tool 

can effectively contribute to a company’s performance. During development of the underlying 

model and execution tool itself, some assumptions are made to fit the problem to the research 

scope and available time window. These assumptions and limitations most likely have an effect 

on the eventual output of the tool. Therefore some recommendations are proposed which can 

lead to follow up actions after this research. 

 

 Taking into account all departments and work centers, and thereby also the 

interdependencies, will lead to a more accurate planning over the entire makespan of an 

order (not only looking to system assembly). Also the progress of orders can be taken into 

account. If an order is delayed, timely action can be taken accordingly. 

 The tool can be extended with SAP implementation, this way data doesn’t have to be 

entered manually and exported. Next to that some improvements can be made in the VBA 

code to optimize the runtime of the tool (currently around 8 minutes for entire tool, and 2 

minutes for a new iteration when capacity is added). The tool itself can  also be extended by 

enabling it to run multiple scenario’s at once. Currently manual input is required. 

 The usability of the tool can be improved. This can be done by translating the output in such 

a way that it is directly useful (e.g. input for other process) for Prodrive. The model has 

numerous possibilities given variables included in the model. The tool can be made more 

user-friendly by programming it in another language. Currently Prodrive is working on a 

custom Manufacturing Enterprise System. The model used by this tool can be used to 

support the processes of the shop floor planner (sequencing and allocating orders, and its 

effect on performance). 
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 Based on the results following from the practical implementation phase, future capacity 

planning should be done based on the tool developed in this study. Although some 

limitations apply, the first results look promising. 

 Determine replenishing periods and more constant batch sizes in consultation with 

customers. This way capacity will be more evenly utilized, and less peaks in utilization will 

occur on for example test capacity. Since Prodrive is part of a supply chain this may not 

always be possible. 

 Review a sequencing rule that takes set-up times into account. Although the times are in 

general low, a lot of new set-up changes take place.  
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1 Introduction 

 
In this chapter a brief description of Prodrive B.V. is given in section 1.1. Section 1.2 will describe 

the characteristics of the department that is subject of research in this master thesis project. In 

section 1.3 the problem overview is given. Finally in section 1.4 the report outline is given. 

1.1 Prodrive B.V. 

Prodrive’s goal is to deliver the most competitive solutions in electronics design, manufacturing 

and added value services for OEM's and ODM's operating in industrial, professional and 

consumer markets. Prodrive lets their customers benefit from lower costs, higher flexibility, 

shorter time-to-market and sustained quality. This has powered Prodrive's continuous growth 

since the company’s start in 1993. They offer a complete range of solutions and services, take 

full responsibility and work closely together with their clients. The mission statement of Prodrive 

is as follows:  

“We are a developer, manufacturer and innovator of World Class electronic solutions.  

We take total responsibility and have continuous focus on quality and productivity.  

We build long term partnerships with our customers and with our employees.  

We are an organization of professionals with a drive.”  

  

Prodrive

Organisational 
support & facility

Sales / Supply 
Chain

Development

IT

Operations

Software

Mechanics

Electronics

Mechanics 
Manufacturing

Electronics 
Manufacturing

Warehouse

Quality

Fulfillment

Service

Assembly

Cable assy

System assy

Cleanroom

 
Figure 1 - Organizational structure Prodrive B.V 

Prodrive focusses on seven different markets: Semiconductor, Medical, Professional, Traffic & 

Infrastructure, Multimedia & Consumer, Renewable Energy and Automotive. Figure 2 shows an 

info graphic in which the percentage of total turnover by market can be seen for 2012, and a 

forecast for 2015 as well. For this broad market, also seven technology domains are 

distinguished: Digital Processing, Video Technology, Motion Control, Power Electronics, 

Software, Mechanics / Mechatronics and System Integration. Prodrive is a OEM supplier and 

therefore is MTO driven. 
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Figure 2 - Info graphic turnover per segment 

Prodrive’s headquarter is situated in Son, The Netherlands. On this location the company 

executes both development and manufacturing activities. These activities are structured in four 

different departments: Sales, Development, Operations and Supply Chain. Besides these, there 

are two supporting departments: OSG (Operations Support Group) and QHES (Quality, Health, 

Environment and Safety). In total Prodrive has about 450 employees, excluding temporary 

employees. 

1.2 System Assembly Department 

This master thesis project focusses on the system assembly department of Prodrive. This 

department is like entire Prodrive, make-to-order driven. Within this department orders are 

assembled into final products, or sub-assemblies (process described in more detail in section 3). 

For the capacity planning considered in this research, only the processes around assembly are 

taken into account. Manufacturing of parts or the supply of components does not fall within the 

scope. 

The assembly process has to deal with a high product variety in low volumes. This distribution 

leads to a lot of set-up changes and therefore set-up time. Because Prodrive is a supplier to 

mostly high-tech companies, demand fluctuations are high (Jina, Bhattacharya, & Walton, 1997). 

Because Prodrive is part of a supply chain they cannot discriminate between orders or reject 

them. When they are not able to deliver, their customers face delays. Therefore every order has 

to be accepted and produced (result: demand fluctuations) if it complies with the customer-

supplier agreements (which are different for each customer). 

Orders currently are treated (sequenced) according to a policy that comes closest to earliest due 

date. No structured way of planning and allocating orders is in place, a lot depends upon 

creativity and best judgment of the planners. In practice orders can be rescheduled up to the 

last week(s) before the planned due date, priorities can shift last minute causing by changes in 

due dates. When one or several orders (appear to be) late, currently overtime is used to meet 

due dates no matter what. 

The fluctuations in demand and shifts in lead-time also put a lot of stress on the available 

capacity. Since Prodrive B.V. is a young company with motivated people, a lot of flexibility is 
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gained out of overtime and the commitment of the employees to deliver the products on time 

at any cost. Although this is one of their main strengths, research has to show if it is also the 

most efficient way of working. 

 

Roughly the following categories can be identified when looking to the production orders (2012) 

of the assembly department; 

 

Category Products/year Assembly method Percentage total 

1. High volume >5 000 Standardized line 3% 

2. Moderate volume 501 – 5 000 Flexible/generic line 12% 

3. Low volume 1 - 500 Single workstation 85% 

Table 1 - Categorization order volume 2012 (over total 2351 orders) 

These products are mainly assembled on single workstations. Because of the high mix of 

products changes have to be done quickly and set-up times have to be low. Only when really 

high volumes have to be assembled a dedicated, product standardized line will be developed 

(category 1). Products in the 2nd category are assembled using generic or assembly lines put 

together using different single workstations (easy to set-up and change), because of the higher 

volumes. Products in category 3 are assembled using single workstations, because these are low 

volume products not made regularly. Currently the following assembly methods can be 

identified: 

- High volume assembly line / single workstation  

- Low volume assembly line  

- Low volume single workstation 

1.3 Problem overview 

In section 1.2 some characteristics are described of the problems that seem to exist at the 

assembly department of Prodrive. In this chapter these characteristics are summarized and 

extended with events that triggered the need for an optimization of the capacity planning 

process within Prodrive.  

The need for Prodrive to initiate an optimization of their system assembly processes is the 

observation planned and real-life lead-times are not matching. In this research the lead-time of 

an order is described as difference between the planned finish date of an order (internal due 

date), and the planned start date of an order (the schedule amount of days within which an 

order has to be completed). 

Orders that start on time, are finished late most of the time (about 60% doesn’t meet the 

internal due date). This leads to a lot of orders that have to be rescheduled and/or reassigned. 

The way this is done mainly depends upon the creativity of the planners since no structured 

process is available. The entire capacity planning process therefore is required to be more in 

control. The current way of working results in long waiting times, inventory buffers, and hectic 

situations on the shop floor. This can be the result of a poor fit between capacity and demand. 

The main issue on which this research is focused is resolving this unpredictability by making an 
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analysis of the current situation, and developing a structured methodology regarding capacity 

and order planning. 

There is very poor insight on the shop floor in whether orders are on time, and what order has 

to be assembled first. This leads to a lot of overdue orders (overdue means overdue to Prodrive’ 

internal due date, some safety margin is taken into account here), and a suboptimal order 

sequence. Currently a lot of orders are released and then are assembled in a sequence based on 

the best judgment of the assembly engineers, who have no insight in what orders are due first. 

 

These fluctuations in demand (and subsequently capacity) have to be controlled by the capacity 

planning and scheduling policy available. Such a policy/model is currently not available at 

Prodrive for their specific situation.  

Besides these planning related issues, Prodrive has no insight in how effective resources are 

utilized. Not a lot of details are available on planned vs. booked man-hours, and resource 

capacity fluctuations. Within Prodrive the need exists for such analysis that checks whether 

enough manpower and workstations are available to be able to meet (fluctuating) demand, and 

to get insight in what is required in the near future. Planning currently assumes infinite capacity 

(in terms of assembly operators) because in theory an unlimited amount of temp workers can 

be arranged. However some operations and products call for more specialized and experienced 

personnel and equipment. These experienced workers are not always present in sufficient 

amounts. Therefore new temp workers have to be trained to assemble products with a high 

complexity, resulting in longer lead-times (detailed description in chapter 3). 

 

Summarized, the characteristics resulting in problems at system assembly department are: 

 Fluctuations demand; supplier high-tech industry and high mix low volume product 

portfolio. 

 Poor insight in available capacity and utilization of capacity. 

 A lot of new temp workers that have to gain experience time and time again. 

 Study that showed 60% of orders did not meet internal due date. 

 Unpredictable throughput times, large buffers and hectic on shop floor. 

1.4 Report outline 

The structure of this report is based on the conceptual model of problem solving in 

organizations (van Aken, 2007). The report is structured as follows: Chapter 2 describes the 

research design. After a summary of literature, the research assignment, question and scope are 

described. In chapter 3 a detailed process analysis is given of the assembly department under 

research. In chapter 4 a conceptual theoretical model which is based on existing literature is 

given. Chapter 5 describes a detailed model of exactly how the to-be developed tool works. In 

chapter 6 this tool is tested in a case study at Prodrive B.V., along with the results. Chapter 7 

gives an implementation plan of the tool in practice together with the practical validation, 

limitations and improvements. Finally chapter 8 describes the general conclusions together with 

practical recommendations and the academic contribution of this research. 
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2 Research design 

 

In this chapter the research design is discussed. First a summary is given of the literature 

research conducted prior to this research in section 2.1. Next the research question is formed 

based on the literature and problem overview in section 2.2. Section 2.3 describes the research 

assignment that follows out of the research question. Finally the research scope is set in chapter 

2.4. 

2.1 Literature overview 

First a summary of the literature study is given that servers as preparation for this master thesis 

project. Second the research gaps opportunities are discussed. 

2.1.1 Capacity planning problem  

Determining the scope of the literature study was the first step in the research. This is 

determined as to be; flexible capacity planning in a make-to-order environment. This fits well 

with the situation at Prodrive B.V. where this master thesis project is written. Here a make-to-

order assembly process is the main subject of a capacity planning research. The assembly 

process has to cope with high product variability and relatively low batch sizes with a short life 

cycle, under dynamic demand conditions.  

 

The first step of the literature study was finding a proper definition of the term ‘capacity 

planning’ that would fit the scope; Capacity planning is responsible for allocating orders to 

limited capacity (machines, workstations, manpower). It is about controlling the workload, and 

keeping it at an optimal level in terms of overtime and utilization. Thereby also order selection 

models are often mentioned together with capacity planning in MTO environments with limited 

capacity. Besides a definition about capacity planning the literature also provided that a capacity 

planning has to exist out of an order acceptance policy, order and resource allocation policy, and 

(optional) a rush order/ priority policy. 

 

When looking at the literature available on the topic of capacity planning roughly three subjects 

can be identified. There are papers that describe the whole process of determining the number 

of machines, assignment of tasks and controlling these allocations (Lee, Srinivasan, & Yano, 

2006). Next there is literature describing order and resource allocation models ( (Silver, Pyke, & 

Peterson, 1998) (Ho & Fang, 2013) (Tanrisever, Morrice, & Morton, 2012) (ElMaraghy, 2011)). 

And last there is literature describing order selection models that can be used before allocating 

orders in MTO environments (Wang, 2009). Within these three general subjects some 

characteristics have to be understood well in order to come up with a decent capacity planning. 

 

The first part of a capacity planning in the scope of this research is the order acceptance policy. 

In customer driven MTO environments with finite capacity, not all orders can be accepted and a 
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policy has to be in place to control this phenomenon.  These policies are often driven by cost 

reduction and profit maximization. Since order acceptance is not a relevant issue and is not 

included in the master thesis scope, no further research is done on this subject. Secondly the 

allocation of orders to workstations is important to design. In literature several allocation 

policies can be found. Related to the allocation policy is the priority policy (i.e. FCFS, EDD, SPT) 

to ensure orders with the highest priority (based on cost, profit, service level, etc.) are 

completed before all other orders. Since the performance measure in this research is 

performance (elimination of tardiness). Allocation and sequencing policies have to be found that 

describe these events. This is done in the reader van Bertrand et al. (2012), several concepts are 

discussed about how to implement these concepts in deterministic scheduling problems. Tay et 

al (2008) describe a dispatching rule that minimizes total tardiness that increases scalability and 

flexibility of such a policy. 

 

Like mentioned earlier some characteristics have to be understood within a company before a 

start can be made with designing a capacity planning. 

A good understanding of the demand characteristics is a good starting point. The way demand 

comes in determines to a large extend how flexible your processes have to be, and what 

uncertainties you’re facing. 

Related to this subject is allocation planning, which is responsible for allocating and coordinating 

orders and resources to each other. In literature models are available for fixed (no changes 

overtime in allocations) and dynamic (allocations change during time period) models. The 

planning horizon is also important when considering capacity planning, and basically is the time 

a company plans ahead of time. This horizon determines the flexibility and uncertainties a 

process has to cope with to a large extend. A short planning horizon implies a lot of changes in 

products and small batch sizes. 

Product variability is another characteristic that impacts the capacity planning to a large extend. 

When the variability is high, a lot of set-up changes have to be made, and a lot of processes have 

to be mastered and controlled. This usually leads longer lead-times and more flexibility demands 

of the processes. When product variability is low for example more dedicated assembly lines can 

be introduced. In literature order acceptance policies often can be found in relation with 

capacity planning for MTO processes. MTO systems often have limited capacity and longer lead-

times where as a result orders with the highest (economical) priority are selected.  

A more general characteristic is that of complexity of a capacity planning. This accounts for how 

many variables have to be taken into account before a good representation of the real world 

can be provided. More variables evidently lead to a more complex system. The kind of 

assumptions and expectations play a big role in selecting these variables. 

Interdependencies are important in capacity planning for a MTO assembly process, because a lot 

of processes rely on each other and follow-up each other. The more interdependencies exist the 

more uncertainties; buffers and waiting times have to be taken into account.  

The last characteristic discussed is the one of capacity and resource constraints. This is an 

important input for a capacity planning since this represents the actual capacity. A good insight 
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has to be acquired in how fast and with under what conditions this capacity can be expanded 

and degraded (capacity flexibility). 

 

Capacity planning is a very broad subject and encompasses a lot of different elements. 

Therefore when determining the exact scope and research questions in the research proposal, 

this has to be taken into account. Designing an entire capacity planning exceeds the time 

available during a master thesis project. Therefore it is better to focus on one aspect of a 

department and design a detailed capacity planning strategy for only one part, than focusing on 

everything and coming up with a very general capacity plan for an entire department that takes 

a lot of work before it can get implemented. 

2.1.2 Gaps & Research opportunities  

During the literature study some gaps could be identified which can lead to further research 

and/or input for this master thesis project. By comparing Prodrive’s situation with the gaps 

found in literature some research opportunities can be identified, and areas where this thesis 

project will contribute to existing literature. 

 Literature on policies how to deal with demand fluctuations in MTO environments with high 

product variety in low volumes is poorly available. Since this fits Prodrive’s problems, further 

research on how to deal with these fluctuations in terms of capacity planning is an 

interesting research opportunity.  

 Applying lean principles is popular in manufacturing these days. However these are hard to 

implement in MTO environments with high product mix and low volumes (HMLV) since they 

generally experience more turbulence in their processes than dedicated 

production/assembly lines, implementing these principles in these environments is a real 

challenge (Jina, 1997). 

 Combining allocation and priority rules for multiple manufacturing methods in a MTO 

environment with HMLV products and dynamic demand will contribute to literature. A tool 

can for example give insight in the performance of manufacturing departments depending 

on the policies they want to implement. 

2.2 Research question 

Based on the earlier described problem description and research opportunities, the master 

thesis project can focus on several aspects within a capacity planning problem; scheduling policy 

for optimal utilization of workstations, or a policy that determines the optimal capacity level 

(capacity in this case are (skilled) employees, test stations, workstations, tooling). 

Based on interviews within Prodrive the main focus will be on determining the optimal capacity 

level (the term ‘capacity’ is further clarified in section 4; scope of research). It currently is 

unclear to the decision makers within Prodrive whether or not sufficient capacity is available 

and required in the future, and what the utilization of this capacity is. Since Prodrive is a 

company that is rapidly expanding, these policies are getting more and more important in order 

to reach a high level of quality and reliability. This situation arises from the fact that Prodrive 

wants to maintain a high level of flexibility to its customers. Therefore they plan with infinite 
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capacity in order to be able to generate a feasible planning according to the ERP system. This 

then can result in a planning that releases a lot of orders at the same time, which is not feasible 

in real life given the available capacity at that time.  

Related to the topic of capacity determination policy, is the topic of scheduling orders. The 

unfeasible situations resulting from Prodrive’s current way of planning are a result of a dynamic 

and flexible order acceptance policy. Every order a customer places is accepted, and can be 

rescheduled a short period prior to the scheduled start date of the order. Therefore Prodrive 

could benefit from a capacity planning tool that determines the required capacity (based on 

relevant factors) over a time horizon such that orders are never late due to missing capacity. 

Since service and flexibility are most important, costs are not the main driver for optimization, 

but delivery performance is. This results in the following research question: 

 

“With which methodology can we, given certain performance targets on tardiness and costs, 

determine capacity levels for a system assembly department with fluctuating (partly known) 

demand and a high product mix in low volumes?” 

 

The most optimal solution is company depended. ‘Optimal’ therefore refers to the most optimal 

(trade-off) decision made by a company. This is further elaborated on in section 4. 

2.3 Research assignment 

The problem overview given in chapter 1.4 together with the research question in chapter 3.2 

leads to a research assignment. This assignment is the main objective of this master thesis 

project. The general research assignment can be described as follows: 

 

“Design/Develop a methodology that, given certain performance targets, determines the 

capacity levels given the constraints available in an environment where orders are (partly) 

known, that is make-to-order driven and that has a high mix of products in low volumes.” 

 

This assignment has to be completed in order to answer the research question. To be able to 

come to a feasible solution the assignment has to be divided into several smaller sub 

assignments, namely; A detailed analysis of current situation, a theoretical conceptual and 

detailed model and a case study implementing this theoretical model. 

2.4 Research scope 

Now that the research question is clearly formulated out of the problem overview, the scope of 

the research can be set; which is done in this section. 

The focus lies on a MTO driven assembly department with a high product mix in low volumes. All 

products handled by this department are taken into account in the presented methodology. The 

capacity level is determined for a number of different values, namely; 

- Workforce  

- Test stations (product specific or general) 

- Work stations (single workstation, dedicated/generic assembly line) 
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The tooling required to assembly the products is assumed to be available; this to minimize 

complexity of the problem. 

 

The characteristics that influence this policy and decision making are set-up times, demand 

fluctuations, batch size variations, rescheduling agreements, confirmation time order, (accuracy 

of) forecast (only available for select number of products), processing times, tooling 

requirements, output quality, skills of operator.  

The most important characteristics (important to simulate a real-life situation) are; 

- Set-up, processing and testing times. 

- Forecast (if available). 

- Order size, period, confirmation and placement date. 

- Routing of a product. 

- Available capacity. 

- Customer agreements (considering rescheduling, placement of orders and lead-times). 

 

The focus of the scope of this research is on a short term planning. Since a lot of different 

products are made at Prodrive B.V. not a lot of product specific equipment investments have to 

be made. The interest is more in knowing how much capacity needed over a horizon of about 8 - 

12 weeks. This in order to plan orders, hire/train new staff, and make sufficient test and 

workstations available.  
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3 Detailed Analysis SA department Prodrive B.V. 

 
Currently no structured capacity planning policy is present within Prodrive. As a result of this 

planning orders and extending or decreasing the capacity is partly based on the experience and 

creativity of the planners. The need for optimization of these processes is a result of the 

observation of hectic periods on the assembly floor, unreliable order planning, large buffers, 

poor insight in required workforce and capacity utilization.  

In this chapter the current way of working is described according to the product characteristics 

in section 3.1, followed by a description of the planning process in 3.2. Next to this a detailed 

description of the demand is given in section 3.3.  

3.1 Product characteristics SA 

Prodrive assembles a wide variety of products for customers within different sectors (as 

described in the introduction). When looking to Q1 and Q2 of 2013 Prodrive made 

approximately 400 different products (some products are variations of one product). The size of 

these products concerning assembly tasks varies from 2 to 300+ operations. The products vary 

from a high complexity power supply; to a low complexity adapter (see Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3 - Example product variety (L – power supply; R – Adapter) 

Each product has unique characteristics that influence the capacity planning process, and these 

are further clarified below. The characteristics are:  

 Processing times; Assembly, test and set-up time of a product.  

 Skill-level; required experience level assembly operator. 

 Order size. 

 Customer agreements concerning rescheduling and lead-times. 

 Due date (internal/external), and conditions to alter order(s). 

 

Processing times 

The processing time is the time needed to complete a specific step in the routing of a product. 

This in combination with the size of an order is a good, and one of the most important, 

indicators of the capacity required for an entire order. Because of the high product variety, the 
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processing times of the assembly operations vary a lot; from a minute to a couple of hours. 

Because of these large differences in processing time, also the assembly methods vary. Currently 

six assembly methods can be distinguished; 

 Single workstation; small orders low to high complexity (order < 100 products) 

 High volume single workstation; low to medium complexity (order 100 – 1000) 

 High volume assembly line; low complexity products (orders >1000 products) 

 Low volume assembly line; high complexity products (one specific product type) 

 

Same as processing times, set-up times are an important factor in (capacity) planning. Because 

of the high product mix and relatively low volumes, a lot of set-up changes take place within the 

system assembly department. Therefore these times have to be kept to a minimum, and 

test/workstations and workforce has to be as generic and flexible as possible. Currently these 

set-up times can vary from a couple of seconds to an hour. 

 

Skill-level 

 The high product variety also results in different categories of product complexity.  The result is 

that some products have to be assembled by more experienced operators, and other products 

can be assembled by practically anyone. This can be solved by optimizing processes and 

instructions, but in some cases always a certain level of training/experience is required. 

Since Prodrive works a lot with temporary workers, this is an important capacity issue. You want 

enough skilled operators at any given time. This will lead to more reliable lead-times and more 

accurate realization of the planning. Currently distinguished at Prodrive are; Novice, 

experienced and other (is further described in section 3.2.2). 

 

Order size 

The size of an order is important in terms of how much capacity is required and how long 

capacity will be utilized, of course in relation with the processing time and routing of a product. 

Since order sizes vary a lot, flexibility is also important.  

Figure 4 represents the coefficient of variation in batch size for each product assembled in the 

first two quarters of 2013.  The coefficient of variation is determined by dividing the standard 

deviation over the entire population of one product by the mean order size of the population. 

As can be seen more than about 50% of all products has a coefficient of variation in batch size of 

about 0,4 (only taken into account products with >1 order in time period Q1 Q2 2013). 
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Figure 4 – Coefficient of variation batch sizes 

Customer agreements 

Customer agreements are an important characteristic for capacity planning within Prodrive. 

These agreements in general give customers flexibility when it comes to order dates, 

rescheduling and accepting orders. Basically every order is accepted when Prodrive starts 

collaboration with a customer. The flexible customer agreements result in demand/ batch size 

variations and rescheduling, which puts pressure on the capacity when it concerns a re-in (due 

date pushed forward). When rescheduling means a re-out (due date pushed back) capacity will 

be ‘spared’. 

 

Due date 

Two kinds of due dates can be distinguished namely; the internal due date (date an order has to 

be completed) and external due date (the date order has to be completed and delivered to 

customer). The due date and whether or not this is fixed is an important variable since that 

determines what the workload will be over a period of time. 

Orders are planned with a certain due date based on customer orders and provided forecasts. 

The due dates are set based on the customers’ wishes, and are in general following the 

guidelines set in the contract between Prodrive and the customer. These due dates are not fixed 

until the order is confirmed by the customer. Therefore uncertainties exist on when the order 

has to be delivered exactly. Orders that are not yet released are already taken into account in 

the planning for upcoming weeks. This gives more insight in the to-be expected workload. 

Because customers can change order within a certain time period, this planning is not entirely 

fixed. The time period of when an order has to be confirmed depends per customer and product 

(this can be three weeks before the promised due date, or a couple of days). Since Prodrive 

provides its customers with this flexibility it means that their capacity follows the order pattern 

(chase strategy).  
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The delivery performance of Prodrive is 98% on average over the past few months. An overview 

is present which registers if orders are on time. On time means that the due date is met, but in 

practice this often means that orders are pushed back in consultation with the customer, or cut 

up into smaller orders. The delivery performance of 98% is therefore biased, since this takes into 

account a lot of changes in comparison with the original planning. This behavior makes it hard to 

analyze the real tardiness, since this cannot be extracted from the adapted planning. When 

looking to the internal due date performance on average 60% of the orders exceeds the internal 

due date with 1-5 days (Kraaij, 2013). Since orders arrive on time at the customers (with or 

without rescheduling or adaptation of order size) this means that a lot of extra effort and 

attention is required in order to get an order out on time. 

3.2 Planning and process characteristics 

This chapter describes the current processes of planning orders, determining capacity and 

information flows.  

3.2.1 Planning process 

Planning is mainly following the flow depicted in Figure 5. This is the flow an order follows from 

its forecast to a finished product. 

 

1. Forecast
2. Order

confirmation
customer

3. Check 
Finance

4. Check 
Planning

5. Plan 
order

6. Start 
Assembly

7. Test
8. Finish 

Assembly

1. Regular 
order

 
Figure 5 - Simplified view of planning process 

1. Orders generally come in at Prodrive following two routes. Some customers of Prodrive B.V. 

provide a forecast over a horizon of one to one and a half year of the to-be expected 

demand. This way Prodrive has an indication of the workload that can be expected in this 

period. Not all orders forecasted are converted into real orders eventually (reliability 

customer forecast differs; 30% up to 95%, forecasts are updated weekly). Customers that do 

not provide a forecast place ‘regular orders’ with a predetermined minimal lead-time. 

Concerning capacity planning a forecast can be very helpful to respond to fluctuations in 

demand. Depending on the accuracy of the provided forecasts it can serve as a rough input 

to base a (capacity) planning on. Since Prodrive is in all cases part of a supply chain, they 

have to deliver confirmed orders based on their contractual agreements. Forecasts usually 

provide a good insight in long-term capacity planning. This thesis focusses on the short-

term, and will therefore use the forecasted and confirmed orders present in the ERP system.  

2. An X amount of weeks (on average 16 weeks; 12 for purchasing department, 4 for 

production and assembly) before an order has to be completed the order has to be 

confirmed by the customer (time is customer specific). This X amount of weeks (lead-time + 

safety margin) will be in general enough to complete a batch of products, and since this 
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period is agreed on in a contract, Prodrive will have to deliver no matter what. The safety 

margin that is applied is in most cases a couple of days, the same for large and small orders. 

3. When a (forecasted) order is confirmed by a customer the finance department checks the 

financial details, and makes possible revisions.   

4. After the check by the finance department, planning has to check whether the details of the 

order are feasible. In this stage a capacity check has to be performed and a feasibility check 

on whether or not the due dates are realistic. Currently planning considers infinite capacity 

regarding assembly operators, and finite capacity only is considered for endurance tests. 

For some customers this stage does not apply since there is an agreement that the forecast 

for t = 0 up to t = n is confirmed and fixed (where n is customer dependent). 

5. When everything is approved, the order will be included in the overall planning. The 

sequencing of orders is done based on the planned finish date of orders. Because of the 

varying lead-time of orders, this causes wrong priority setting. In literature the priority rule 

in this environment (MTO with HMLV) is the ‘least amount of slack’ policy (order with 

earliest due date and longest remaining lead-time is assembled first). Prodrive’s sequencing 

policy can best be described as a combination of EDD and leas amount of slack, although no 

structured way of working is used. In this stage the planning is known, with a fair amount of 

certainty, for a time horizon of 2 weeks. 

Because of agreements with companies, it is possible that orders are rescheduled up to a 

certain amount of time before the last promised due date (customer dependent). This 

rescheduling asks a lot in terms of flexibility from the capacity and planners, because 

capacity is adapted to demand. 

6. When an order reaches the point in queue where it has the highest priority, the order will 

be started. Even during the assembly process orders can get rescheduled in extreme cases. 

7. Tests can occur on two places in the product routing. First tests may be necessary in 

between assembly steps/stations. Second tests have to be done when the whole product is 

assembled (endurance tests, functional tests). When a product doesn’t pass a test, rework 

will be done and the product will continue in the router after that process. 

The endurance test (in theory) can be seen as the biggest bottleneck because of the long 

test times and limited capacity. Other tests (functional and safety test) are not so much of a 

problem because of the short test times, but more in terms of the limited available capacity. 

8. When a product is completed and all tests are passed, the product will get a final inspection. 

After this inspection the product will be transferred to warehouse. 

 

Within a planning horizon of approximately 2 weeks, the planning is pretty much fixed (when to 

start on which orders, how much and what due date). Within this planning horizon no new 

orders can be expected to arrive; only rescheduling to a later point in time can occur. For a time 

horizon of 3 - 12 weeks, a lot of uncertainties exist; a lot of orders are not yet confirmed, or can 

possibly be rescheduled, but all orders in this overview have to be assembled at some point in 

time. For the planning horizon of >12 weeks a lot of uncertainties exist (mainly forecast based). 

This behavior is depicted in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 - Planning horizon backlog and forecasts (Silver et al. 1998) 

The current situation with corresponding responsibilities is given below. 
Planning Shopfloor planner

2 wks3 – 12 wks> 12 wks

Orders

 
Figure 7 - Simplified planning process 

In the current situation planning is responsible for the overall planning of orders. Determining 

start and due dates, and the feasibility of the entire planning. The shop floor planner is 

responsible for the last stage of the planning; making sure the released orders are assigned to 

the right workstations and operators in order to meet the planned due date. 

 

The characteristics in this flow influencing the capacity and planning are: 

- Forecast of customers. 

- Flexibility/availability of capacity (hire/fire staff, flexible hours, set-up times, test 

stations). 

- Planning horizon. 

- Amount of released/confirmed orders over planning horizon. 

- Priority setting rules 

 

3.2.2 Planning capacity 

In this project, ‘capacity’ is the central subject. As described in the problem overview, capacity 

encompasses workforce, workstations and test stations for products passing through the system 

assembly department.  

 

Workforce 

Analyzing the required workforce over Q1 and Q2 results in the graph depicted in Figure 8. In 

this graph overtime is also visualized (difference booked hours and available FTE). Looking at 

this graph it can be concluded that the course of required FTE is fluctuating quite a lot over the 

year. This graph includes hours booked by two assembly departments (cable and system 

assembly), therefore not exclusively for the system assembly department which is subject in this 
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project. The purpose of the overview, however, is to show the fluctuations in required 

workforce for the entire assembly department. Employees are also exchanged a lot over various 

production, assembly and warehouse departments making it hard to retrieve what hours are 

made when and where. The figure shows that capacity follows demand pattern, and overtime is 

frequently used.  

 

The amount of overtime is a good measure of the fit between workload and available capacity. 

Figure 8 gives an indication of the amount of overtime worked over a period of 6 months in the 

entire assembly department. Side note is that only hours booked on orders are taken into 

account; hours booked on general tasks (so called indirect hours) are not taken into account. 

Also this approach takes into account that all people where available all day. The real amount of 

overtime therefore is expected to be higher than is currently indicated. On days overtime was 

required, this was on average 27 hours. This is on average 5% per available FTE. 

 

 
Figure 8 - Course of FTE present & overtime Q1 Q2 2013 
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Skill level can be an important characteristic to take into account when considering the required 

capacity. The high variety of products also results in a high variety of complexity between the 

products. 

Because of the high variety it is difficult to make a clear categorization of skills. In general three 

categories can be identified. 

 Novice; 1-4 weeks of experience, mostly start at high volume assembly with less 

complex products. 

 Specialized; Products like PSDC’s and NXT3 cabinets, high complexity and a lot of steps 

(special training/instructions required) 

 Other; Employees working at assembly for > 4 weeks (fixed and temp workers can be 

split up). 

 

For some orders more than one shift is required every day. This means more capacity is required 

on days where specific products are planned. Adding shifts is as easy as adding extra capacity. In 

general it doesn’t matter if operators work during the day shift (07:00 – 15:30) or the night shift 

(15:30 – 23.00). Shifts can be added or removed on a very short-term because of the flexibile 

workforce. The day and night shift both have the same hourly operator costs. In comparison 

with the operators working day shioft only (08:30 – 17:00) the costs are higher. 

 

 Test and workstations 

When looking to the available workstations and (endurance) test capacity currently available, 
Table 2 - Available capacity SA 
 gives a good estimation of these details. 

 

System Assembly QTY 

Assembly tables 34 

Test station 28 

Test tables 13 

ST small 5 

ST big 1 

Product specific test 9 

FI table 5 

Assembly line station 18 

Assembly line test 3 

ETPAAC 500/65 till 50/65/24 18 

ETPAAC 325/14; 450/20; 550-25A 24 

ETPADC Quad 260/50 12 

ETPADC 3AX52/6 & 130V24A IL 36 

ETPADC 50/8.5; 65/13; 100/16 12 

ETDCDC 9 

ETPSDC 18 

Table 2 - Available capacity SA 
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The test capacity given in Table 2 is facing a lot of down-time, which leads to less available test 

capacity. Currently approximately 20-25% of the available capacity is down at any time due to 

old test systems and slow repairs.  

  

Utilization work stations 

In order to say something about the effective use of capacity (over or under capacity) in terms 

of workstations, the utilization can be determined. The utilization is analyzed over five 

departments: High volume system assembly line, High volume single workstation, low volume 

single workstations, Final assembly line and low volume line assembly. U-shape assembly line is 

the sixth category but because this line is just put into use it is not considered in this analysis.  

The utilization is determined by making an overview of completed (booked) orders which shows 

the corresponding date, volume of order and the processing times used by the ERP software. 

With this information the theoretical time to complete an order is determined, which is then 

filled in on the time horizon (week 1 to week 41 2013). The total processing time per week is 

then compared to the available processing time of the available workstations. The utilization can 

exceed 100% because no restrictions are given concerning available capacity, and because the 

logged data in the ERP software can be biased. Utilization > 100% can therefore also be caused 

by working overtime. 

Appendix A gives an overview (Table 13) of the utilization per week over the first 41 weeks of 

2013. The utilization is determined by dividing the hours scheduled for the assembly of all order 

in the given period (processing + setup time) by the total available hours of all workstations. 

The utilization of the workstations is in general low. Side note is that slack time (actual 

processing time – normative processing time), isn’t taken into account in this analysis, but does 

affect the utilization.  But even then, there most likely still will be over-capacity. Because of the 

low utilization and the fact that employees have to work overtime, one can conclude that the 

current capacity isn’t utilized optimally and that capacity of workstations is no bottleneck. 

 

Utilization test stations 

From interviews within Prodrive it follows that many people believe that test stations are a 

bottleneck in the assembly process. This will suspicion is investigated in this section. In the case 

of the endurance tests this can exist because of the limited capacity, long test times, and high 

investment for upgrading these capacities. In case of the functional and safety test, tests are 

performed on generic test equipment which can be made product specific by adding a test 

module that contains all the right input ports (so called DIB). For each product in general one or 

two DIB’s are available. This number rarely gets extended when a product is ramping up, which 

can lead to capacity issues. An example of such a capacity issue is that three shifts a day are 

planned for a product just to get an order done in time, and to get a full utilization of the 

available test equipment. When more test equipment would be available, the order could be 

completed in less amount of time since a lot of test stations are idle on any given time. But 

because the product specific DIB is missing, testing becomes a bottleneck for some products. 

This very much depends on the order size, assembly process time per product, test times, and 

test capacity. 
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Endurance test 

The ET’s are seen as the biggest bottleneck within the assembly process when considering 

capacity. An analysis of planted ET orders resulted in the following results: 

Days 01.01.2013 – 30.06.2013 180 

Days with too less capacity 75 days 

Total days queue present (at 1 or more test system) 115 days 

Idle days (on average over 12 test systems) 135 days 

Utilization 

 Average 

 Minimal (TRACS) 

 Maximum (AMCR) 

 

25% 

4% 

81% 

Table 3 - Utilization endurance tests 

Out of this utilization check it can be concluded that the endurance test systems are idle a large 

extend of time. The tests are fully utilized for short periods of time (therefore only 25% utilized 

on average over 6 months). The system is not utilized, or the system gets flooded with products, 

whereby queues build up. In the most extreme case a product has to wait 7 days before it can 

get tested, but in general a product can be start the endurance test immediately or within a day. 

This analysis assumes full capacity over the whole period, which isn’t the case in real life 

because of frequent repairs and errors (on average 15-20% of capacity is down). 

 

 Functional & safety test 

Functional and safety tests in general do not take a lot of time (15 seconds up to 7 minutes). 

Therefore for the low volume products enough test stations, and DIBs are present. For high 

volume products the functional test can be a problem, since not always enough product specific 

tests are available. The high volumes cause the FT to become a bottleneck although the testing 

time is relatively low. Therefore in this analysis only the high volume products are taken into 

account. 

The FT tests only form a problem for products that are made in large volumes (Genexis, Kaeser 

and Eneco). The average utilization over 10 months is still relatively low because not in all weeks 

these products where assembled. In the weeks orders where assembled the utilization is in most 

cases a lot higher. 

The utilization is determined by comparing the test times of all finished orders in a week with 

the available test capacity in hours. In general the FT’s are not a problem when a product is 

made frequently. Often in the start-up phase of assembly FT’s contain a lot of bugs, and the 

yield is therefore low. 

 

GHRG MC-OCG SC2IOM TRX all WCB all 

Wall con 

box 

ED2.2 

disp+metr 

ED2.2 

boiler 

AVG 27,20% 1,03% 20,52% 3,01% 6,59% 0,15% 25.01% 15,44% 

Table 4 - Utilization FTs high volume products 
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Increasing/decreasing capacity 

The conditions for extending and decreasing the workforce level are rather flexible at Prodrive. 

Currently flex workers are available within a two days notice. The downside is that limited 

requirements can be set on the skills or competences of the people that get hired. The duration 

for which these flex workers are hired is also flexible and depends on the expected workload. 

Therefore it is for instance possible to hire extra workforce when a peak in demand is expected.  

 

The number of workstations can be extended, it depends on what station is considered how 

long expansion of the capacity will take. Setting up a new assembly line will take more time than 

setting up a new single workstation. Expanding the capacity of the test stations also can’t 

happen overnight. The part that makes test stations product specific (the DIB) has to be 

produced at Prodrive itself. In general it takes 6-8 weeks to extend the capacity of workstations 

and test stations. Assembly lines and endurance test take longer because of the higher 

complexity.  

 

If skill/experience level is important then new or existing employees have to be trained in time. 

What happens currently is that new employees start at the system assembly line, where in 

general less complex products have to be assembled. People originally working at the SAL then 

will be moved up to system assembly. 

 

3.3 Demand 

One observation that can be made is that unpredictability of orders and accompanying planning 

is caused by the dynamic demand. Because of the fluctuating demand (batch sizes) and high mix 

of products, capacity planning is a constant puzzle. There are various causes that lead to delays 

to already released orders (customer specific agreements) on the short term. This can be for 

example missing parts, failing tests, failing manufacturing support software, service of products, 

focus on timely (partial) confirmation of orders. 

 

The orders over Q1 and Q2 of 2013 for the system assembly department are given in Figure 9. 

Of each order the corresponding processing time is given based on the times present in the ERP 

software router. Comparing these times to the available capacity can give an indication of the 

match between capacity and workload. The required FTE’s based on processing time, are based 

on only the theoretical processing time per order. The real-life processing times are not 

accurately available for all products. Next to that mining all these data for each individual 

product will take a lot of time. Slack times are therefore not included, which can cause 

differences between the two measures since the assembly process is not entirely deterministic. 
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Figure 9 - FTE available vs. pure processing time per day 

3.3.1 Planning overview 

When looking at the planning overview in the ERP software, an order can be created, released 

or technical complete. Technical complete means an order is finished; created means an order is 

scheduled but the exact start date is still unknown because of e.g. missing parts, when an order 

is released all components are available and the start date is fixed at this point. Over a period of 

10-12 working days a planning can be generated that is pretty much fixed. After two weeks 

more uncertainties exist because of the increasing number of created orders, and possible 

rescheduling of these orders. When looking to a time horizon of more than two weeks 65% of 

the orders in the ERP system are confirmed (forecasted based). 

Although a lot of orders are forecasted it holds that for the period of week t = 3 to week t = 12 

orders are pretty much fixed. For the first two weeks fixed in the sense that order quantity and 

due date is fixed. For week 3 – 12 fixed in the sense that the orders are confirmed by the 

customer and therefore have to be produced, the exact quantity and due date however can still 

change. 

3.3.2 Customer input demand 

Customer demand comes in various ways at Prodrive. First there are (generally large) customers 

that provide Prodrive with a forecast of the to-be expected demand over a period of time (1 to 

1,5 years). These forecasts serve as input for the ERP system to generate production orders 

based on these forecast. The forecast is not fixed, and the forecasted orders still have to be 

confirmed (see planning process section 1.2.1).  
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Secondly Prodrive has agreements with other companies that they will maintain their inventory 

level up to a certain position. This means Prodrive has to monitor usage, stock levels and lead-

times. 

The third option is that customers place orders without a forecast or inventory level agreement. 

Usually this accounts for small batches of relatively low volumes, and with a longer relative lead-

time than is the case in the other two options. 

The last option is sales forecasts. These forecasts are generated by sales in consultation with 

Prodrive’s customers, about the to-be expected sales in what periods (usually made over period 

of 12-18 months, and are not available in ERP software). These sales forecasts can give an 

approximation of the to-be expected ‘regular’ orders. 

 

Prodrive attracts a lot of customers because of their flexible make-to-order manufacturing 

process. Currently the company is so flexible that customers can reschedule orders within a 

couple of days prior to the order start date (only applicable for limited amount of customers). 

Also it is possible to accept orders with a relative short lead-time (so called rush orders). 

This flexibility attracts a lot of business to Prodrive, and therefore they want to maintain this key 

value of the organization. Currently no figures can be generated on how often and on what 

terms orders get rescheduled. Within a period of 2 weeks the orders in the planning overview 

are pretty much fixed, and assumed is no rescheduling will take place. 

 

Since Prodrive serves a lot of customers (and since all agreements differ per customer or even 

product) an example is given by describing the conditions with customer A and customer B.  

These companies both provide a rolling forecast for a one year period on a monthly basis. 

Hereby a fixed window of 3 months is given by customer B where orders are not allowed to be 

moved backward or forward. And the additional 9 months are a flexible window, to provide a 

forecast of future demand. Fixed orders will be ready for shipment the first Monday of every 

month, which can be delayed by customer B with maximum 3 weeks. Thereby Prodrive is 

authorized to produce/assemble products in advance for 12 weeks. 

Customer A describes that Prodrive has to have a certain amount of safety stock to be able to 

quickly respond to short-term order requests. The forecast over 12 months will be a general 

indication of what can be expected. Peaks in demand will result in additional orders and/or 

addressing the safety stock. In this period Prodrive will supply in a ‘best-effort’ kind of way to 

meet peak demand. In general customer A asks Prodrive to have a volume flexibility of 25% 

(50% for some products). Customer A thereby can shift and reschedule forecasted orders up to 

three weeks from the initial start date. 

 

For each customer the agreements have a certain amount of overlap, but there are certainly a 

lot of customer specific parts in each agreement. Taking these into account and modeling these 

will take a lot of time. Therefore most likely some assumptions will have to be made later on in 

the report concerning these agreements. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

This detailed analysis of the relevant processes within Prodrive provides, next to a good insight 

in the way of working, also points of improvement and relevant factors to focus on. These are 

summarized in this section, based on which a conceptual design can be developed in the next 

chapter. 

 

The flexibility Prodrive wants to offer leads to a capacity policy where capacity chases (follows) 

demand. When looking to the overall utilization, on average enough capacity was available and 

the utilization appears to be rather low. Only at some points in time peaks in the workload 

appear, which maybe can be avoided in the future. Taking into account the capacity available 

can be helpful. Currently is planned against infinite capacity, which still can be done in the 

future, but having a sense of the to-be expected utilization is useful in anticipating on upcoming 

demand. Currently lacking is a capacity policy based on relevant factors like skills of workforce, 

available/required test stations, capacity utilization, and prioritizing the workload over the 

required capacity. 

 

Delay of assembly orders (late start, or start on time but late completion) has several causes. 

These causes are hard to express in numbers because they are not visible in the data currently 

available (not logged/monitored). Insight in these delays is something that can increase the 

processes’ reliability because the magnitude and cause of problems can be better identified. The 

issues described in the problem overview therefore cannot be assigned to the lack or mismatch 

of capacity. Interviews and hands-on experience show that a wide range of issues result in the 

fact that orders start late are delayed or start on time but finish late. These issues can be 

accounted to: 

 

- Not realistic processing times in routing ERP software. 

- Late confirmation of orders in ERP system. 

- Availability of workstations, test stations and employees with the right skills (product 

specific). 

- Priority setting of orders. 

- Service/repair time is added to assembly time. 

- Error of software supporting assembly and test systems. 

- Error/repair test stations. 

- Parts missing (at start or during assembly) 

 

Looking at the results of the analysis in this chapter, one can conclude that capacity is no 

bottleneck in most cases. Prodrive only takes into account the capacity of endurance tests in the 

planning process, because of the long lead-times and high investment when expanding this 

capacity. The rest of the capacity is rather easy and cheap to expand, and therefore their policy 

is to rather have over than under capacity. Getting orders out on time is more important than 

optimizing the costs currently. 
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Within Prodrive a large amount of data is present that can be used in this research. Historical 

data is present in large amounts, and overall pretty accurate. When looking to the data 

availability of upcoming periods, the possibilities are limited. Rolling forecasts are available of 

the bigger firms (e.g. ASML, Philips) and SAP also provides an overview of released and planned 

orders over a period of time. Pretty accurate figures of the workload can be generated over a 

time horizon of 2 weeks. If in any case you want to look further into the future; rolling forecasts 

and sales forecasts can be analyzed. 

Peaks and dips in demand can be approximated about 12 weeks in advance with a high level of 

certainty. Over this period the workload is known, but exactly when is not yet sure (except for 

the first two weeks). When looking further than 12 weeks into the future a lot more 

uncertainties exist, and some additional approximations/forecasts have to be done.- 

Important in this short term anticipation on dynamic demand are the agreements Prodrive has 

with each customer concerning rescheduling, order acceptance, order confirmation etcetera. 

These agreements differ a lot between each customer and product. In general the orders from 

time t up to t + 2 weeks are pretty much fixed. 

 

This leaves us at the point where the focus was on determining optimal capacity level in 

combination with planning (capacity planning). The relevant factors influencing this decision 

making process follow from the analysis made in this document. What also can be concluded is 

that no structured approach is in place at Prodrive based on which capacity decision making is 

based. Given the scope of this research, the relevant factors found and the missing decision 

making tool all support the following steps. 

The remainder of this master thesis project will focus on the development of a decision making 

tool for the required capacity in an assembly environment based on the relevant factors due too 

high product variability, low volumes and orders that are make-to-order driven. This will lead to 

a tool that takes into account all orders that need to be made (divided per workcenter). These 

orders will be sequenced/prioritized in order to minimize the maximum tardiness in order to 

reach a certain service level.  
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4 Theoretical model 

 
In this chapter the theoretical basis and concepts for the solution of the problem statement of 

this research is described. Discussed is how existing literature can be used helping to solve the 

problem, and how these existing methods may have to be adjusted. 

First a conceptual model (section 4.1) is described in which the conceptual idea on how to solve 

the problem is explained. The conceptual section exists out of a context section where the 

context/environment is described within which the model will have to run. After that the 

conceptual method (section 4.2) on how to approach the problem statement is described. In 

section 4.3 is explained how to deal with stochasticity and variability in the capacity planning 

tool. 

4.1 Model context 

In this section a basic understanding of how the problem is going to be approached and solved is 

given.  

The solution that has to come from the to-be developed methodology focusses on an assembly 

department with high product variability, relatively low order quantities and orders that are 

known on the short-term. Demand is make-to-order based, and the characteristics of each order 

can differ a lot. Orders within the time horizon considered in this research can be both dynamic 

and stationary. Part of the orders are fixed in terms of due date and quantity; other orders still 

can be adjusted and/or rescheduled (Figure 10).  

It is currently not clear for the decision makers what capacity is required over time, and how 

capacity levels can be determined. The purpose of this model therefore is to give insight in the 

capacity planning processes for the system assembly department, and the effects when 

adjusting important variables. The planning tool is developed based on some important 

characteristics. 

 

t = 0 t = N

KNOWN FIXED/DYNAMIC
FORECAST/
UNKNOWN

 
Figure 10 - Planning horizon 

Workforce for this system assembly department is assumed and required to be highly flexible. 

Because of the large demand fluctuations, it has to be possible to expand and reduce the 

workforce on the short-term. Ideally the workforce is remained as constant as possible. Since an 

entirely constant workforce is not feasible, temporary workers have to be fitted in. These can be 

obtained on a very short-term (X days), for a specific required amount of time. Ideally the 

workforce that is fixed will have to remain as constant as possible. The temporary workforce 

then can be used to respond to the fluctuations in demand. 
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Expanding the capacity for the required work and test stations is less flexible, since a longer 

lead-time applies for obtaining this capacity. The minimal time horizon has to be equal to the 

longest cumulative lead-time it takes to get everything in place (expanding capacity, purchasing 

to get components, pre-production, etc) (Silver, Pyke, Peterson 1998). 

 

Improving performance in this model can refer to different kinds of performance measures. In 

literature often total costs (Tanrisever, Morrice, & Morton, 2012) or time is used as a measure 

of performance. The performance measure in this research is related to these two, namely; 

‘tardiness’. Optimizing performance (tardiness) in this case can refer to several goals; e.g. 

minimizing tardiness, minimizing maximum tardiness, minimizing average tardiness, minimize 

number of tardy jobs. Which performance measure is most important depends on companies 

KPIs. 

Because the MTO and HMLV nature of the assembly department under research, certain 

flexibility is required and demanded by customers. Tardiness is the main performance driver for 

this research, since it gives an indication about an important measure; delivery performance. 

Costs are not negligible, but are subordinate to delivery performance. In order to find the most 

optimal capacity planning method, costs and tardiness can be combined. A trade-off then can be 

made by the company using the outcome of the capacity planning tool, between accepting a 

level of tardiness when this saves a lot of money (more in section 4.2). 

4.2 Method 

The capacity planning problem involves a complex environment (MTO driven, high product 

variety, and low volumes) and, because of the current unreliability (section 1.3), it is important 

to structure this process (flowchart given in Appendix F). The basic approach of the tool is, given 

a set of orders, determining the required capacity over a short time horizon, while also 

allocating the scheduled orders to this capacity level as constant as possible. The length of the 

planning horizon is determined by the lead-time it requires to increase/decrease capacity. In the 

tool the order sequencing rule and available capacity can be adjusted, in order to find the 

optimal solution that complies with companies’ performance indicators. Comparing of 

sequencing rules can be very important since every sequencing rule has a different effect on 

performance. 

In this research orders are assigned to capacity the same way, independently from the chosen 

sequencing rule (is described later). Orders are sequenced in a particular way and then assigned 

to capacity. When assigning, the order set is partly fixed (released) and partly temporary 

(confirmed). Since an order can only start when all materials are available, and this is on the 

start date, the start date is respected. Order cannot be scheduled before the start date, since we 

assume all materials are available on the start date. In practice this can differ, but since material 

supply does not fall within scope, this is not taken into account. If for any reason all capacity is 

already utilized when assigning orders, the order is shifted to the next day. 
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In general the method of scheduling orders and determining the required capacity over the 

planning horizon will follow a hierarchical approach. 

First a rough cut capacity planning will be made, which means that the required capacity will be 

roughly determined based on the expected demand over the planning horizon (Silver, Pyke, & 

Peterson, 1998). This rough-cut planning is an approximation of the to-be expected workload 

and required capacity. 

The approximation is made by determining the average required capacity over the entire 

planning horizon. The planned processing time of orders is spread out over the planned lead-

time of an order. E.g. an order of 100 hours with lead-time 10 days gets assigned 10 hours to a 

single workstation each day within the lead-time. Out of this rough cut planning follows a rough 

constant capacity level that applies for the entire planning horizon. 

 

Second this rough planning is considered for a more detailed capacity planning approach. In this 

detailed planning orders are planned like is done in real-life. Where the orders are spread-out 

over the planned lead-time in the rough cut planning, the detailed planning allocates orders 

with the restrictions of shift lengths, available test capacity and available workstations. 

After this detailed planning (depending on the desired performance level; tardiness vs. costs), 

the ‘rough cut capacity levels’ can be optimized by adding or removing capacity or shifting 

orders to level the required capacity. When run for different scenario’s this results in a schedule 

that is optimal based on KPI’s of a company (represented simplified in Figure 11). Eliminating 

tardiness for example can mean an additional investment in capacity is required, while 

accepting a low level of tardiness can mean no or a lower investment is sufficient. 

 
Figure 11 - Simplified example representation trade-off tardiness vs. capacity 

In order to find what method of sequencing gives the lowest cost combined with the highest 

acceptable tardiness, a comparison has to be made. This can easily be done when a graph like 

Figure 11 is generated. The comparison holds that costs and tardiness for various sequencing 

methods and capacities are compared. A sequencing rule for example that (in general) 

minimizing maximum tardiness is EDD (Silver, Pyke, & Peterson, 1998). This rule is proven when 

considering a single machine scheduling problem. In this research multiple identical parallel 

workstations are considered. Orders are allocated to the workstation that is finished first (least 

allocated total processing time). The order set for each workstation will then be sequenced EDD, 

and so for each workstation maximal tardiness is minimized. Since this holds, EDD most likely is 

the most optimal sequencing rule for the entire order set. 
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The detailed stage that is described above encompasses more than is suggested now. The inputs 

for the detailed stage are the capacity levels determined in the rough cut planning. Next we will 

consider the makespan, since this is a method that can help to reach a capacity level that is as 

constant as possible. 

A method currently used to minimize the makespan of a set of orders is described by Bertrand 

et al. (2012). Minimizing the makespan leads to less tardiness since all orders are made within 

the shortest possible timeframe. Using this method the orders are sequenced descending 

according to longest processing time (LPT), and then are allocated to the workstation with the 

smallest amount already allocated processing time (Figure 12). Assigning orders this way will 

result in spreading out demand as much as possible resulting in a capacity level that is as 

constant as possible. Using this method the orders are allocated looking at processing time as a 

main driver. Due dates are not taken into account, and therefore the probability that tardy 

orders will occur increases. It even is possible that orders with the earliest due dates are 

assigned to the same workstation. Since tardiness is the main performance measure, it is also 

important to minimize the makespan (for the given order set over the planning horizon) as well. 

All orders have to be completed as fast and early as possible. In this research the processing 

times are assumed to be known, minimizing the makespan can therefore be realized. 

 

 

Order set (LPT):
Order C 12-2014 60hr
Order A  4-2014 50hr
Order B 8-2014 40hr

Etc.

Order set workstation A

Order set workstation B

Order set workstation C

Order set workstation D

Order set workstation E

Least processing time

 
Figure 12 - Existing method minimizing makespan 

This method can be adapted, choosing different sequencing methods, while still allocating 

orders the same way. This is done in Figure 13 for the example of minimizing maximum 

tardiness. 

Orders are sequenced according to EDD, and then assigned to the workstation with the smallest 

amount already allocated processing time. Using this adjusted method orders are processed in 

EDD order. 

 

Order set workstation A

Order set workstation B

Order set workstation C

Order set workstation D

Order set workstation E

Least processing time

Order set (EDD):
Order A  4-2014 50hr
Order B 8-2014 40hr
Order C 12-2014 60hr

Etc.

 
Figure 13 - Adjusted method optimizing and minimizing maximum tardiness 
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The difference between both methods is illustrated in the example below. 

 

Order DD PT 

A 02-04-2014 20 

B 05-04-2014 19 

C 18-03-2014 23 

D 05-04-2014 17 

E 12-01-2014 2 

F 15-02-2014 25 

G 18-03-2014 18 

H 08-03-2014 5 

I 29-03-2014 1 

J 05-02-2014 4 

K 22-02-2014 7 

L 20-04-2014 9 

M 13-03-2014 11 

N 09-04-2014 21 

O 12-03-2014 1 

P 17-01-2014 21 

Q 28-02-2014 23 

R 24-03-2014 20 

S 30-03-2014 3 

 

SUM 250 
Table 5 - Example data set 

 

 

LPT EDD 

  WS1 PT Tard   WS2 PT Tard   WS1 PT Tard   WS2 PT Tard 

F 15-02-2014 25 0 C 18-03-2014 23 0 E 12-01-2014 2 0 P 17-01-2014 21 0 

N 09-04-2014 21 32 Q 28-02-2014 23 -41 J 05-02-2014 4 20 K 22-02-2014 7 29 

P 17-01-2014 21 -71 A 02-04-2014 20 -28 F 15-02-2014 25 5 Q 28-02-2014 23 12 

B 05-04-2014 19 -12 R 24-03-2014 20 -57 H 08-03-2014 5 21 G 18-03-2014 18 12 

G 18-03-2014 18 -48 D 05-04-2014 17 -62 O 12-03-2014 1 24 R 24-03-2014 20 -2 

L 20-04-2014 9 -24 M 13-03-2014 11 -96 M 13-03-2014 11 14 B 05-04-2014 19 -9 

K 22-02-2014 7 -88 H 08-03-2014 5 -106 C 18-03-2014 23 -4 N 09-04-2014 21 -26 

S 30-03-2014 3 -55 J 05-02-2014 4 -141 I 29-03-2014 1 6 

   

  

E 12-01-2014 2 -134 I 29-03-2014 1 -90 S 30-03-2014 3 4 

   

  

  

  

  O 12-03-2014 1 -108 A 02-04-2014 20 -13 

   

  

  

  

  

   

  D 05-04-2014 17 -27 

   

  

                L 20-04-2014 9 -21         

  SUM 125   

 

SUM 125     SUM 121   

 

SUM 129   

  Max tardy   -134   Max tardy   -141   Max tardy   -27   Max tardy   -26 

Table 6 - Allocation of example orders LPT vs. EDD 
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This example illustrates how the performance of sequencing rules can be evaluated. Out of the 

outcome of the example it can be concluded that when allocating orders sequenced LPT, the 

maximum tardiness is high. This is illustrated for example by order E with due date 12-01-2014 

which will be assembled after order L, due at 20-04-2014.  

In comparison with orders sequenced EDD the maximum tardiness is less because orders are 

sequenced ascending with respect to the earliest due date, as is also proved by Silver, Pyke en 

Peterson (1998, p. 680). Downside to this method is that in some cases capacity is required for a 

longer period of time, and that utilization of capacity can differ. EDD can therefore lead to a 

longer make-span (makespan of 129 vs. 125). 

Out of this small example can be concluded that the sequencing rule has a significant effect on 

the maximal tardiness and makespan of an order set. The importance and relevance of 

evaluating different sequencing rules is therefore supported. 

 

After this detailed phase following up the rough cut planning, a capacity planning is available 

which has a certain performance. The capacity levels determined in the rough cut planning are 

far from optimal. Therefore an optimization stage can be included in the capacity planning tool. 

Within this optimization stage, the periods where performance is poor have to be evaluated. 

Poor performance result in a peak in required capacity (because of peak in demand) and/or high 

tardiness. Eventually the required capacity has to be as constant as possible. This can be 

achieved by responding to peaks/dips in demand by using the flexible contracts of temporary 

workers, and by rescheduling orders within their planned boundaries (planned start and 

planned due date).  

 

4.3 Stochasticity  

Within the theoretical model so far no stochasticity or variability is taken into account. 

Therefore the extent to which the model in sensitive to stochasticity has to be determined.  

 

The planned process and lead-times always turn out different in real-life; some delay (positive or 

negative) is always expected since processing times are considered stochastic. If this stochastic 

behavior is available for every individual product it can be included in the model by assigning it 

to every order of a product with the known distribution. 

If this behavior is not known another method has to be chosen. If delays experienced in real-life 

occur sporadically and with a low magnitude, they can be fixed by working overtime. If delays 

are significant however capacity has to be increased by a prefixed number of operators or 

workstations to compensate for delays that will occur. This prefixed capacity can be determined 

based on historic data. 

When considering test and workstations stochasticity has little to no impact on the required 

capacity levels. Since capacity is only added for this type when it is required for a longer period 

of time, the decision to add a workstation is based on the average workload. When the average 

workload or average tardiness is increasing or high for a period of time, a workstation can be 
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added. Since averages are considered, including stochasticity will not influence the eventual 

required capacity levels significant. 
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5 Detailed description model 

 
In this chapter the detailed design of the capacity planning model is described, based on the 

conceptual ideas in chapter 4. First the input variables are described that serve as input for the 

capacity planning tool. Second a more detailed description is given on how to determine the 

required capacity and allocation of orders. Finally the output of the model is described. 

5.1.1 Input variables & objective function 

As described in the problem overview (section 1.3) as well as in the conceptual model (section 

4.1) the input data consists of; an overview of orders, dates and assembly methods. The 

required capacity has to be determined accordingly. 

 

The following variables are considered in the process of capacity planning (where ‘order j’ is a 

random order). 

 

Decision variables: 

cj = capacity (workforce) required for order j 

wj = workstations required for order j 

Wt, Zt = Work and test stations added in period t 

 

Dependent variables: 

mj = number of assembly days required for order j 

Lj = lateness of order j (Lj =  rj – dj) 

Tj = tardiness for order j = max (0, Lj) (days) 

Ht = temporary workforce capacity in period t (hours) 

Ff = fixed workforce over planning horizon 

 

Parameters: 

pj = process time one product of order j (hours) 

qj = quantity products order j 

sj = set-up time (not sequence dependent) order j (hours) 

rj = planned start date order j 

dj = planned finish date order j 

wt, zt = available test and workstations in period t 

M = makespan of order set week t = 0 to t = 12 

 

Set of jobs N = {1, 2, … , n} at time is t, where N = {1, 2, … , k} is constant and N = {k + 1, … , n} is 

dynamic. 

The objective function is to find a schedule that minimizes tardiness for a cost which is 

acceptable for a company (decided based on example like Figure 11), for a capacity level that is 

as constant as possible. 
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   (   (  ))                       

Where; 

Ctotal = total costs for period t = 0 to t = 12 

Cthreshold = maximal costs set by company 

MAX(Tt) = maximum tardiness over time horizon t 

5.1.2 Capacity planning model 

Like described in the conceptual model the capacity planning tool exists out of three parts 

(Rough cut planning, detailed planning and an optimization stage). This conceptual description is 

described in this section with more detail. 

  

Rough cut planning 

The first step is to generate a rough cut capacity planning that serves as input for a more 

detailed model (as described in 4.2). The outcome of this planning is an average required 

capacity level for over the entire planning horizon. 

The orders are filtered according to their assembly type (e.g. high and low volume) and 

sequenced according to a preferred rule.  

For all orders the planned processing time is determined, based on the times in the ERP routing. 

Also the default shift length will be filled in, 7 effective processing hours each day, as is the 

maximally allowed percentage of overtime for each day (10%).  

Based on the scheduled dates, order quantity and processing times, an indication of the 

workload for each day can be generated. By dividing the planned processing times of orders 

over the planned lead-time (LT) as, a rough indication of the workload per day can be calculated. 

So for each order holds: 

       
  

     
                           

             

Where: 

pj,t = process time order j at/per day t 

Gt = total workload day t 

 

This indication can then be translated into required workforce since the shift length is known. 

The outcome of the rough cut planning is a fixed capacity level based on the averages of the 

rough planning. 

 

 Detailed planning 

After the rough cut planning, a more detailed planning is made in which expected demand 

(orders) is planned over the capacity level determined in the rough cut planning. This part starts 

with an overview of the expected orders for each assembly type. These orders have to be 

sequenced in the order they will have to be processed (default EDD). This ensures priority 

setting is taken into account to the preferences of the organization. 
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Orders will be allocated to the available capacity in a way that minimizes the tardiness and 

overall makespan. Orders will be assigned based on machine utilization, which means that the 

workstation with the least allocated processing time (finished first) is getting assigned the next 

order in line (Bertrand et al., 2012). This method of allocating orders stays the same, 

independent of the sequencing rule that is chosen. The method minimizes the makespan and 

therefore has a positive effect on tardiness, which is one of the objectives of this capacity 

planning tool. When allocating orders holds that the maximum workload per workstation is the 

shift length + over-time percentage. Workstations are utilized as much as possible with one and 

the same order. This can be expressed like: 

                         

             

When Rj = 0 the entire order is allocated, and tool proceeds to next order in line. 

When Gt,x < shift length + overtime percentage, a next order first fill up the remaining time on 

this workstation. 

 

Where in the detailed stage: 

Rj = remaining (still to allocate) processing time order j (is reduced after every allocation for 

order j) 

pj,t = 7 hours (equal to shift length) 

Gt,x = total workload on workstation x on day t 

 

The allocation of orders is restricted and limited by a couple of variables. First has to be 

determined how many workstations, test stations and workforce is needed for an order, and for 

how many days.  

The amount of days needed to assemble an order depends on whether assembly operations or 

testing is the bottleneck. This can be defined as: 

Testing is bottleneck if:     
  

  
       (days to test order > lead-time order) 

Where:          (
     

       
)      

hj = test capacity for product order j (tested products/day) 

If testing is bottleneck, assembly days:      
  

  
  

If testing ≠ bottleneck, assembly days:             

 

When this parameter is known for each order, orders can be allocated to workstations. Before 

this can be done the amount of workstations that will be utilized daily during the order lead-

time has to be determined (using the assembly days determined earlier), using the rules below. 

A threshold value of one day is chosen for the lead-time when determining the number of 

workstations. When an order has a lead-time of one day it has to be finished the same day it is 

started, and the number of workstations can be calculated easily. Capacity then has to be 

utilized on one exact day, since materials will not be available earlier. When more than one day 

is available an order can be spread-out over several days, which means the total workload has to 
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be spread-out. The number of workstations has to be calculated accordingly, and with a 

different method. 

 Lead-time > 1 day and testing = bottleneck (or test times unknown or non-existing); 

                    [  ] 

 Lead-time > 1 day, testing no bottleneck; 

                  [
  

(     )    
] 

 Lead-time = 1 day, testing bottleneck; 

wj = [
  

  
] (unfinished orders are completed next day(s)) 

 Lead-time = 1 day, testing no bottleneck; 

All available workstations can be used. Usually applies to small orders which can be 

completed on a low number of workstations. 

 

After all orders are assigned to the capacity determined in the rough cut planning, the 

performance can be evaluated. The performance can be expressed in:  

- Tardiness (number of tardy jobs, average tardiness, min and max tardiness) 

- Fluctuations in capacity requirement 

- Periods in which performance is good/poor. 

- Costs (total costs of ‘rough cut’ solution) 

 

Total costs (equation given in section 6.1.1) are an important variable, which can be expressed 

in costs for the available workforce and investment in work/test stations that have to be added. 

A company than can make a trade-off between accepting a level of tardiness if this is most cost 

efficient.  

 

The above described methodology is chosen over e.g. a large MIP solution, because of the 

overall objective and input parameters taken into account in this research. The objective of this 

study is to create insight in the effects of adding capacity on tardiness and costs. Therefore 

there is no hard requirement that has to be met. The eventual outcome is based on a trade-off 

decision which is hard to capture in a linear programming problem. Next there is also a 

difference between temporary and fixed operators. The differences in costs are taken into 

account in this research (which mathematically will result in a workforce of only temporary 

workers), but quality is also an issue between temp and fixed operators which is hard to capture 

using a linear programming method.  

 

Optimization stage 

Since the capacity levels provided by the rough cut planning are far from optimal (fluctuating 

capacity which is roughly assigned), an optimization step has to be implemented. The overall 

capacity level preferably is as constant as possible. Because demand is fluctuating in MTO 

companies with a HMLV product assortment, the most optimal solution has to be found under 

these circumstances. Therefore the objective is to level the capacity of the fixed assembly 
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workforce as much as possible, and anticipate on fluctuations with the more flexible contracts of 

temp workers on the short-term. Next to that an objective for optimization is tardiness, if the 

tardiness level is above the standard set by the company extra capacity has to be added 

(workforce, test or workstations). 

 

Optimization of the developed planning in the detailed stage is possible up to a certain point. 

The company or person running the analysis has to determine what level of performance is 

acceptable. This can be done by specifying the acceptable cut-off values for average tardiness, 

maximum tardiness, total costs, number of tardy orders, desired utilization etc.  

 

If the fit between rough cut capacity and demand is leading to high tardiness, two options exist 

to optimize the produced planning schedule. 

The first option is rescheduling of orders. Rescheduling is only possible when the order start 

date is lying ahead of time (tstart > t = 0). The start date of an order will always be scheduled as 

soon as possible (given planned start date), such that slack exists behind every order. 

Rescheduling then means pushing orders backwards between the planned boundaries (planned 

start and planned due date). Rescheduling only is possible if slack time of the entire order is 

known (for all workstation including interdependencies). 

The second option is expanding or decreasing the capacity level. Capacity is added for a long 

period of time in the case of test and workstations. This is more efficient, and helps leveling out 

the overall capacity. Peaks and dips in demand preferably are tackled by using overtime, 

doubling shifts, rescheduling or using temp workers. Since this are solutions that can be applied 

on the short-term, and for a short period of time. For increasing the number of work and test 

stations a higher initial investment and longer lead-times hold. 

 

The basic approach of the optimization stage is to first optimize with the resource available, 

before investing into new capacity. An exception is made when tardiness is really high after 

detailed planning. This is an indication capacity is not sufficient, and in this case capacity can be 

added directly. For the general approach described below holds that optimization is done based 

on the maximal tardiness. The order, product or day with the highest maximal tardiness is 

optimized first. 

The general approach can be described as follows: 

• Postpone/reschedule order if any slack is left. 

• Double shifts; work 7 instead of 15 hours (no more overtime). 

• Add test capacity, if testing is bottleneck. 

• Add workstation, if testing   bottleneck. 

• FTE’s follows demand and therefore depends mainly on the amount of utilized 

workstations. 

• Use temp workers to absorb fluctuations in demand, keep fixed level constant 

(workforce is flexible on the short-term). 
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To summarize the procedure described above encompasses the following steps. 

1. Make rough cut capacity planning based on expected order overview and processing 

times. 

2. Assign orders to the determined capacity levels in step 1. 

3. Review performance, and indicate areas of improvement. 

4. Improve performance by using steps above. 

5. Finalize capacity planning schedule. 

 

If a company has several assembly types, the procedures described above may have to be 

adjusted slightly per type. Depending on the availability of workstations, assembly lines and 

whether it involves high or low volume products. 

 

The optimization stage has to be carried out for several scenarios such that an overview can be 

created of tardiness vs. costs vs. capacity.  This to eventually helps when making a decision on 

what is the best optimization or method for a company. 

5.1.3 Conclusion 

This chapter elaborates on the conceptual methods described in section 4. Variables are 

described that will serve as in in and output for the capacity planning tool. Next to that a more 

detailed description on how to apply the conceptual method described in Section 4.1 is given. In 

Chapter 5 these methods are described more specific for Prodrive Technologies B.V., the 

company where the case study is carried out. The capacity planning tool is tested within 

Prodrive that has similar characteristics. 
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6 Case study Prodrive Technologies B.V. 

 
In the previous chapters a general conceptual and detailed model are described, which can be 

used to develop a capacity planning tool for an assembly department with high demand 

fluctuations and a high mix low volume product portfolio and known demand. This theoretical 

part is implemented at Prodrive Technologies B.V, and the results are given in this case study 

with the objective to validate the model in practice. In this chapter first the conceptual and 

detailed model is adjusted according to the company’s characteristics in section 6.1. Second, in 

section 6.2, the results and outcome of the tool are evaluated. A detailed description of the tool 

itself can be found in appendix E. Section 6.3 describes the results from the case study, and a 

comparison with the current performance. In section 6.4 a sensitivity analysis is conducted, out 

of which can be concluded how widely applicable the model is. 

6.1 Model implementation 

In this section the context and characteristics are discussed that apply to Prodrive’s assembly 

department, and make the problem unique. Missing information is given which makes it 

possible to implement the theoretical model (section 4) at Prodrive. 

6.1.1 Input parameters 

First the planning horizon and insight in expected demand is discussed. The planning horizon 

taken into account is 12 weeks (Figure 14 - Planning horizon). Expected orders over this period 

are known, only the exact start and finish date of some orders (in period t = 3 to t = 12) cannot 

always be determined yet. 

t = 0 t = 2 t = 12

FIXED DYNAMIC
FORECAST/
UNKNOWN

 
Figure 14 - Planning horizon 

The available data on expected demand is both dynamic as stationary. For weeks t = 0 to week t 

= 2, the orders are fixed. Within these two weeks no changes are done to the assembly 

schedule. For week t = 2 to week t = 12, the orders are dynamic. Every order scheduled in this 

period has to be assembled at some point in time (but not necessarily in this period), but the 

exact date of assembly is not yet confirmed. As a result these orders and their scheduled start 

and finish dates, in theory, can change from day to day.  

For Prodrive it is very important to be as flexible as possible towards their customers, and still 

deliver every order on time. This in combination with the MTO driven assembly department 

results in the fact that the capacity requirements follow (chase) demand. Two sorts of capacity 

are considered, workforce and test/workstations. 
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Within the assembly department three assembly ‘types’ can be distinguished (Section 3.1), 

when looking at the type of workstations that are present and the type of orders they process. 

 

1. Single workstation low volume: Orders start and finish at the same workstation and are not 

interrupted for other orders; processing time is not workstation dependent. 

Because every order is assembled on one and the same workstation, orders can be assigned 

to the workstations with the least allocated processing time method, once sequenced EDD. 

This way the maximum tardiness will most likely be minimized, as well as the makespan. 

 

2. Single workstation high volume: Orders are large (available lead-time < processing time on 

single workstation), and therefore are spread out over several workstations (identical 

processing times). For example a customer order of 1000 products can therefore be split up 

in 10 work orders, assembled on 10 workstations each of 100 products. 

Orders in this category are allocated to several identical workstations working in parallel on 

the same order. Order sequencing and allocation then again will be the same as for single 

workstation low volume, with the restriction that the set of work orders will be assembled 

on fixed workstations, to avoid operators having to move from workstation to workstation 

every day while working on the same customer order. 

When working in a line is more efficient for a certain product or volume, several 

workstations are placed in line in order to form a ‘high volume assembly line’. This way the 

overall assembly is much more flexible then when using fixed assembly lines with fixed 

lengths and stations. An assembly line composed out of a number of single workstations can 

be modeled as a single workstation with multiple operators to simplify modeling.  

 

3. Assembly line low volume: Currently three identical dedicated lines are available to 

assemble exactly one type of product (with different variants). This type can be approached 

as a three machine scheduling problem (three single workstations with multiple operators in 

order to simplify modeling). Mainly more experienced operators are working on these 

products. In general one customer order is assembled on one of these three lines from 

beginning to end. Then again sequencing and allocating orders is the same as for the low 

volume single workstations. 

The relevant characteristics influencing (and delaying) capacity planning, identified in the 

detailed analysis where; 

 Skill level 

 Available test stations 

 Available workstations 

 Priority setting orders 

 

Workforce is relatively flexible within Prodrive. A part of the operators responsible for assembly 

has permanent contracts; the other part exists out of temp workers with flexible contracts. In 

general the fixed operators are more experienced, and therefore are responsible for the higher 
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complexity products. Temp workers in general are positioned at the lower complexity products. 

However when demand peaks temp workers are also used to assemble higher complexity 

products, possibly leading to longer lead-times and higher error rates. Training (and possibly 

extra training) is required for new operators, which takes about one day. The temp workers are 

flexible because the lead-time for obtaining an X amount of workers is two days, with custom 

contract duration (one to N days). In general temp workers are always inexperienced, because it 

is hard to get the same temp worker again once they are gone. When flex workers are more 

experienced they can get reassigned to higher complexity products, to make room for new 

inexperienced flex workers. In this research only the distinction between fixed and temp 

workers is made, assigning workforce and orders based on skill level is not realistic within the 

available time frame, since this will make the problem much more complex. Next to that the 

eventual influence on tardiness is small since inexperienced operators can relatively quickly 

learn how to assemble  

Expanding the capacity for work and test stations is less flexible, since the lead-time is 

approximately 6-8 weeks. The minimal time horizon has to be equal to the longest cumulative 

lead-time it takes to get everything in place (expanding capacity, purchasing to get components, 

pre-production, etc) (Silver, Pyke, Peterson 1998). When work and test stations are added, they 

are theoretically available for an infinite period of time. Since it also requires a higher initial 

investment, the decision on the long term has to be evaluated. 

 

The purpose of the model to be developed in this research is to determine the required capacity 

level (both for operators and workstations) for the system assembly department, based on 

some relevant factors (section 3.4) in order to improve performance. 

 

Prodrive is a company that offers a high level of flexibility to their customers in terms of due 

dates, order sizes and types of products. Combined with a high variety of products in relatively 

low volumes, this results in fluctuating demand. Orders also have to be delivered on time to live 

up to the competitive advantage of being flexible. Therefore tardiness is the main performance 

driver for this research. Costs are not negligible; preferably you want to use as little capacity as 

possible (and keeping it as constant as possible), while maximizing the overall utilization. 

Including costs in the model also visualizes the required investment of a certain performance 

level or optimization (Figure 11). 

Optimizing performance (tardiness) in this case can refer to several goals; e.g. minimizing 

tardiness, minimizing maximum tardiness, minimizing average tardiness, minimize number of 

tardy jobs. Together with Prodrive it is decided to focus on minimizing the maximum tardiness. 

Prodrive aims at achieving a constant performance level. Performance relates to the delivery 

performance of customer orders. Since Prodrive is an OEM and therefore part of a supply chain, 

high tardiness can result in big problems for their customers. A low average tardiness has less 

significant effects on customer satisfaction. Since the tool can give insight in a number of 

different performance measures related to tardiness they will also be given. This gives more 

parameters to base an eventual decision on. The additional parameters are costs, utilization, 

number of tardy jobs and average tardiness. 
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Besides this also other performance measures are visualized in the capacity planning tool (as 

described in section 6.2.2). How this performance level can be achieved is discussed in the next 

section (4.2). Next to this performance measure Prodrive is also interested in the differences in 

performance when using different sequencing rules. 

 

The last parameter that has to be discussed is costs. This parameter determines if a desired level 

of tardiness is worth pursuing. For example adding a workstation leads to higher costs of the 

initial solution, but if the performance doesn’t (or slightly) improves this may not be worth your 

while. Table 7 gives an overview of the costs that currently apply at Prodrive. These cost 

measures can be combined in an equation with which the total costs are calculated. 

 

Item Costs 

Costs fixed operator/hr € 38 (cf) 

Costs temp operator/hr € 18 (ctemp) 

Workstation (wt) € 1500 (cw) 

Test station (zt) € 750 (ctest) 

Table 7 - Costs capacity planning 

The total costs of a capacity planning scenario after the optimization stage are equal to; 

            (      )   ∑                             

  

   

 

Where  Zt = number of added test stations (already available workstations are not a cost) 

 Wt = number of added workstations (already available test stations are not a cost) 

Ht = temporary workforce capacity in period t (hours) 

Ff = fixed workforce over planning horizon 

 

There is a big difference in the hourly wage between fixed and temp workers. Mathematically 

this will result in a solution using only temp workers (€20 an hour cheaper). In the hourly wage 

of fixed employees also a lot of fixed costs are taken into account (days absent/sick, building, 

operational costs), where in the hourly wage for the temp workers this isn’t the case. Here some 

indirect costs are taken into account separately, depending on the number of temp workers. 

The wage taken into account here, are the labor costs only per hour. Fixed costs for the 

temporary workers where hard to obtain because of the fluctuating temporary workforce. This 

results in a model not entirely veracious, but since the methodology is not solved using linear 

programming, we can keep it this way (costs are easy to adjust in the future if costs are known). 

When subtracting the indirect costs from the wage of the fixed operators, a comparable hourly 

wage will remain. 
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6.1.2 Implementation of stochasticity 

In the case of Prodrive no stochastic distributions are known for every individual product they 

are making. The stochasticity is only determined out of a dataset with a lot of different products. 

This distribution is not representable for every product, and therefore is not useful in this 

research. Therefore, like described in section 4.3, a predetermined number of workstations can 

be added to compensate for delays as a result of stochastic processing times. An analysis of 

delay times and its distribution is given in the bachelor thesis (Appendix B) of Kraaij (2013). The 

delay has different causes, and therefore it is hard to say what percentage of delays can be 

accounted to a lack of capacity. Because we want to anticipate on stochastic behavior, one 

workstation is added to the system assembly department when running the tool. 

This holds for the low volume single workstation orders only. The research assumes fixed high 

volume assembly lines where this research assumes single workstations for high volume.   

 

For week t = 3 to t = 12 orders are dynamic, but the required capacity is determined on week-

level based on average workload and tardiness. Because the average capacity on week-level is 

determined, stochasticity will have little effect on the eventual capacity level. Therefore it is 

decided not to take stochasticity into account for these weeks. 

6.2 The case study 

For the analysis input data is used available in the ERP software of Prodrive, for the weeks 4 to 

week 16 2014. This section will show the results of the rough cut planning, detailed planning and 

optimization step. Also the performance of several sequencing rules is evaluated. This chapter is 

followed up by an overall conclusion section discussing findings and limitations, and a chapter 

discussing the implementation within Prodrive B.V. and some recommendations. 

6.2.1 Key performance indicators 

Like described in chapter 4, the developed tool gives insight in the decision making process 

around capacity planning. Eventually an overview has to be generated like the example in Figure 

11. With this overview eventually a trade-off can be made between accepting tardiness, or 

accepting a higher cost level. The performance/cost/capacity graph can be used in the capacity 

planning decision making process. 

 

The performance is evaluated in the following way. First a rough cut planning is made for the 

weeks 4 – 16 of 2014 for the system assembly department. This rough planning will serve as 

input and starting stage for the detailed and optimization procedures. 

Second the detailed analysis is run for every sequencing rule adopted in this research, and the 

related performance is given. 

At last in an optimization stage capacity is added in the form of test and workstations, workforce 

and overtime. The capacity is increased step by step in small steps. This will eventually result in 

a graph which displays performance and costs for corresponding capacity levels. 
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The sequencing rules that are compared in this research are: 

- Earliest Due Date (EDD) 

- Longest processing time (LPT) 

- Shortest processing time (SPT) 

- Critical ratio (CR) 

EDD and LPT are selected because they came forward in the literature study. Where LPT is used 

in the earlier described method to minimize the makespan, when allocating orders according to 

the least allocated processing time. EDD is the proposed method in order to minimizing 

maximum tardiness, while also minimizing the makespan by allocating orders according to the 

least allocated processing time method. SPT is chosen because it is the opposite of the LPT 

method, and this way differences can be evaluated. Previous sequencing rules only take into 

account one parameter; due date or processing time. Therefore a sequencing rule has to be 

evaluated that takes into account both parameters, which is done when using the critical ratio 

(CR) method. Performances of these sequencing methods are known for single workstation 

problems, this research verifies their performance for multiple parallel workstations. 

6.2.2 Rough cut planning 

The first run of the capacity planning tool generates a rough cut capacity planning. A constant 

capacity level is determined for the entire planning horizon, by spreading out all orders for this 

time period and determining the average required capacity. 

In Figure 15 a rough planning is given when no restrictions hold for the data set we use in this 

research (week 4 – 16 2014). 

 
Figure 15 - Number of workstations entire assembly department 
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Based on this capacity pattern a rough cut capacity level can be determined for the entire 

planning horizon. This is done by taking the average required FTE’s over the planning horizon, 

for each assembly type. This results in the rough cut planning capacities of: 

High volume:  21 single workstations 

Low volume:  38 single workstations 

Lo volume line:  3 assembly lines 

 

These levels are used as input for the second and third stage of the tool; the detailed planning 

and optimization stage. 

6.2.3 Detailed planning and optimization analysis 

The detailed stage gives us the performance of different sequencing rules for the system 

assembly department of Prodrive. This by allocating orders to the capacity levels determined in 

the rough cut planning. Since the detailed analysis is based on roughly determined capacity 

levels there is still room for improvement. Like described earlier improvements depend upon 

different parameters. Eventually a trade-off between costs and tardiness has to be made. 

 

For each sequencing rule different overviews are generated. An overview for period t = 0 until t 

= 2 is considered because in this period the exact workforce levels are determined in real-life. 

Workforce that is required for the periods of week t = 3 until t = 12 is not important since 

workforce is adjusted on the short-term, and therefore decisions are made when demand is 

more certain (which is within the first two weeks). Within the period of week 0 – 2 optimization 

will consist out of adjusting number of shifts (adding workforce) and increasing overtime, since 

these are the only methods available in this period. For the period t = 3 until t = 12 optimization 

consists out of adding work and/or test stations. Rescheduling is not taken into account as an 

optimization method because this very much depends upon preceding and proceeding activities, 

which are not part of the research scope. 

For the period of t = 3 to t = 12 a number of overviews can be generated. First an overview is 

created where only workstations are added. A second one where work and test stations are 

added, one test station is added to every product where testing turns out to be the bottleneck. 

A third overview adds another test station to products where testing still is a bottleneck, and 

also adds work stations. Etcetera. 

 

Workforce is given in the total man-days required over a certain planning horizon. If for example 

a workforce of 800 is required over two weeks this means (when assuming 6 working days per 

week), 67 FTE are required every day on average. Since the available FTE per day fluctuates, 

we’ve chosen to express the workforce this way. 

6.2.3.1 Insight model output 

The performance of the assembly department is given in Figure 16 to Figure 21, when the orders 

are sequenced according to the earliest due date (EDD) policy. Since Prodrive’s objective is to 

minimize maximal tardiness, and EDD seems to be the most appropriate sequencing rule to 
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achieve this goal, all other sequencing rules are compared to these results. For EDD a couple of 

graphs are generated to give insight in what output the tool can provide. For the other 

sequencing rules only some general tables are provided such that the performance measures 

can be compared (more detailed output in Appendix C and Appendix D). 

 

 t = 0 until t = 2 

 
Figure 16  - t = 0 – t = 2 EDD max tardiness adding workforce only 

 
Figure 17 – t = 0 – t = 2 EDD (avg tardiness) adding workforce only 

Figure 16 gives insight in the maximum tardiness vs workforce for period t = 0 to t = 2. Adding 
workforce doesn’t always directly result in a lower maximum tardiness. If the workforce 
increase but the available workstations remain the same, maximum tardiness can stay constant. 
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Figure 17 indicates that the average tardiness keeps decreasing when the workforce is 
increased. Working more hours a day on a tardy order will reduce its eventual tardiness. The 
costs increase as workforce is increased in a (almost) linear way (delta’s x-axis differ therefore 
linear behavior cannot directly be seen). 
 

t = 3 until t = 12 

 
Figure 18 - EDD t = 3 to t = 12 (max tardiness) adding only workstations 

 

 
Figure 19 - EDD t = 3 to t = 12 (avg tardiness) adding only workstations 

Figure 18 and Figure 19 give insight in the max and average tardiness of period t = 3 to t = 12 

when only workstations are added. Max tardiness remains constant, which can be explained by 

the fact that the lead-time for adding workstations is 6 weeks. So tardy orders in period t = 3 to t 

= 5 are not influenced by this increase in capacity. The average tardiness decreases a lot the first 

couple of workstations. After that the effect is smaller since it affects less and less orders. The 
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line for average tardiness will go slowly towards zero. But since the costs will increase almost 

linearly, this is not very efficient. 

 

Adding test stations besides workstations has a positive effect on tardiness as can be seen in 

Figure 20 and Figure 21. For this figures an additional test station is added to products where 

testing turned out to be a bottleneck, in the beginning of the period. In comparison with Figure 

18 and Figure 19 the tardiness measures are lower, but against a higher cost because of the 

investment in test stations. 

 

 
Figure 20 - EDD t = 3 to t = 12 (max tardiness) adding work and test stations 

 
Figure 21 - EDD t = 3 to t = 12 (avg tardiness) adding work and test stations 

During the simulation runs no difference in outcome between adding one or two test stations 

(to the products where testing is a bottleneck), could be found. This holds for every sequencing 

rule. This can be explained by the fact that adding work and test stations has the biggest effect 
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(in this case) when adding 1 – 20 workstations and one test station (as can be seen in the 

different figures), since this affects the most orders. For the range 20 – 100 work stations and 2 

– 15 test stations effects are smaller. The line that resembles average tardiness will gradually 

move towards zero, while the costs will increase more significantly. Since adding these amounts 

of test and work stations is not realistic, they are not taken into consideration in these figures. 

The purpose of the graphs is to give insight in the output the model can generated. 

6.3 Results 

The results section is divided into different parts. First the performance of the different 

sequencing methods is evaluated for the Prodrive case study. Second the performance 

measures are compared to the current performance of the assembly department.  

The results depicted in the graphs in previous sections are summarized in Table 8, Table 9 and 

Table 10 below (full tables in Appendix C and Appendix D). 

 

 
Table 8 - t = 0 to t = 2 adding workforce only 

In these tables the outcome of the optimization procedure is given. For each of the sequencing 

rules the solution is optimized up to the same point (no more tardy orders or 98 workstations). 

Two lines are given for each sequencing rule giving the start and end point of the optimization 

to give a brief insight in the results and effects that can be obtained by optimization. 

 

 
Table 9 - t = 3 to t = 12 adding workstations only 

Max tard. Tardiness Costs Capacity Util # Tardy Workforce

15 0,70 €156.080,63 62 0,71 57/257 704

5 0,13 €170.337,34 62 0,80 12/257 841

63 1,07 €156.157,49 62 0,70 27/257 699

21 0,31 €169.730,78 62 0,80 12/257 824

93 8,02 €166.192,51 62 0,73 134/257 750

5 0,21 €175.029,58 62 0,81 23/257 838

88 4,95 €162.278,84 62 0,73 127/257 739

15 0,33 €170.778,21 62 0,79 33/257 826
CR

LPT

SPT

EDD

max tard. Tardiness Costs Capacity Util # Tardy workforce

24 0,84 €828.641,77 62 0,75 196/966 4081

24 0,39 €905.186,77 98 0,54 71/966 4248

58 0,52 €826.583,33 62 0,75 60/966 4085

51 0,34 €894.893,33 98 0,53 34/966 4191

76 5,47 €828.778,30 62 0,75 404/966 4079

42 2,03 €900.598,30 98 0,54 175/966 4211

61 3,08 €827.717,61 62 0,75 347/973 4085

35 1,43 €900.887,61 98 0,54 157/973 4227

EDD

CR

LPT

SPT
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Table 10 - t = 3 to t = 12 adding test and workstations 

The effect of adding work and test stations is, as expected, significant. Because the model starts 

with rough cut capacity levels, the performance of the initial detailed planning is expected to be 

poor. Adding capacity improves this performance, up to the point Prodrive is willing to invest in. 

Adding capacity is more significant in the beginning (1-10 workstations and 0-2 test stations), 

than it is when more capacity is added (>10 workstations and >2 test stations). The more 

capacity is added, the less it will contribute to optimizing the performance. 

 

The initial costs determined for the rough cut capacity levels only include costs for workforce.  

Adding work and test stations results in additional costs for the initial investment, as also for the 

extra workforce needed to operate the new stations. 

The workforce costs are determined by a part fixed and a part flexible workforce costs. The fixed 

workforce costs remain the same over the entire planning horizon, even when fewer operators 

are required. This is more realistic since operators with a fixed contract, are a fixed expense. 

Where operators with a flexible contract can be let go when no work is available. This means 

that when utilization is constant over the entire horizon the fixed operators are utilized as 

efficient as possible. When a lot of peaks and dips occur in demand the fixed operators may not 

be utilized fully a certain week, where additional flex workers are required the next week. This 

method of calculating costs explains the behavior that a smaller workforce can be more costly. 

 

When analyzing the different summary tables it can be concluded that EDD is the preferred 

sequencing method before allocating orders if maximum tardiness is preferred to be minimized. 

When looking to lowest average tardiness and lowest number of tardy jobs, SPT comes out best. 

SPT however does result in a high maximum tardiness. Next to that EDD requires a higher 

workforce in general than the SPT sequencing method. 

 

The sequencing methods LPT and CR are performing significantly poorer than the EDD and SPT 

method, and therefore are not a realistic option. 

 

 Comparison model and real-life performance 

In order to get a good insight in the usability and impact of het model, the model performance 

has to be compared with the real-life performance of the assembly department.  

max tard. Tardiness Costs Capacity Util # Tardy workforce

20 0,81 €883.283,96 62 0,75 198/966 4071

15 0,34 €961.178,96 98 0,54 60/966 4248

58 0,45 €880.537,61 62 0,75 54/966 4077

51 0,25 €949.522,61 98 0,53 27/966 4188

76 5,37 €883.875,86 62 0,75 401/966 4080

40 1,93 €955.560,86 98 0,54 169/966 4211

59 3,12 €882.552,71 62 0,75 345/973 4084

33 1,37 €955.857,71 98 0,54 151/973 4227
CR

LPT

SPT

EDD
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Max tar 5

Avg tar 0,47

Total cost €101.295,35

AVG util 92,48%

AVG late. 500,54

# Tardy 77/216

Workstations 34

Performance LV

The real-life performance of the low volume assembly type is compared to the model 

performance of low volume assembly. Only low volume is taken into account because for this 

type representable performance data is available. For high volume only single workstations are 

considered in this research, where in real-life also fixed lines are used, which makes it hard to 

compare the data. 

 

For low volume the following performance can be found using the developed tool. Figure 22 

gives the performance of the low volume assembly workcenter using the capacity levels 

determined by the rough cut planning tool. Figure 23 gives the performance for the capacity 

levels as available in real-life. 

  
   

 

 

Next, the model performance given above has to be compared to the real-life data. The data 

from real-life assembly operations is not as detailed as the output of the model, and therefore 

not all performance measures can be compared. The workforce and test and workstations are 

reviewed for the low volume orders in week 4 and 5 2014. Data related to tardiness and 

rescheduling is not specifically available for each individual workcenter or order. These 

measures can be given over an entire order set, which is done in the study of Kraaij (2013). In 

this study the performance of the assembly department is evaluated for a two week period. 

Assumed is this performance is a good measure for general assembly performance. 

The study of Kraaij (2013) concluded that around 60% of all orders within the system assembly 

department were tardy (Appendix B). Since this is a performance measure no customer would 

accept some modifications are made in real-life. Tardy orders can be cut up in different smaller 

orders such that more orders will be on time. Also order quantities are adjusted in consultation 

with the customer. If an order threatens to be tardy and the order quantity is adjusted, the 

order will more likely be on time. Since these kinds of adjustments are not registered in the ERP 

system, no accurate data can be given. The results in the study of Kraaij where obtained by 

comparing ERP data day to day with the progress made on the assembly floor for about two 

weeks. Because the study of Kraaij (2013) is based on a small and random sample size, this may 

not be entirely representative for the current situation but it is the best  

Max tar 5

Avg tar 0,16

Total cost €101.356,91

AVG util 92,48%

AVG late. 501,11

# Tardy 23/216

Workstations 38

Performance LV

Figure 22 - Performance LV using rough 
cut capacity level (EDD) 

Figure 23 - Performance LV using real-
life (current) capacity level (EDD) 
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As a result of using the new methodology, also the amount of overtime is reduced. Where this 

was on average 27 hours on days overtime was required. This is reduced to around 4 hours of 

overtime required each day. 

 

The size of the workforce over week 4 and 5 2014 has to be estimated, since operators no 

longer working at Prodrive are not included in the booked hour reports. It is known who worked 

when, but not exactly how many hours they booked on what department. Using the available 

data for week 4 and 5 2014 a workforce of 482 can be obtained. This resulted in tardiness of 

around 60% of the orders with a maximum tardiness of 28 days. While 34 workstations where 

available for low volume assembly. The number of test stations is not known for all products; 

when not known one test station is assumed to be available. This is reduced with the current 

tool, by adding four workstations, to 10,6% (23 tardy order over a total of 216); a reduction in 

number of tardy orders of 80%. 

In real life a lot of uncertainties exist which can result in delays. For example delays by missing 

parts, rescheduling of orders, delays of preceding work centers etc. These are not all taken into 

account in this study. Some extra capacity is added in the tool to account for stochastic 

behavior.  

6.4 Sensitivity analysis 

In this section the robustness of the model is analyzed by doing a sensitivity analysis. Input 

parameters are changed to study there effects on the output of the model. Here we test the 

sensitivity of the demand rate, since this is one of the main tardiness and costs drivers. The 

reference of the model is the total cost (and tardiness) measure for sequencing method EDD for 

weeks 0 - 2, using the capacity levels that follow from the rough cut planning. Next demand is 

decreased and increased by 10% and 20%, after which the behavior will be analyzed. 

 

Sensitivity Demand  - Costs 

Assembly type 0,8*demand 0,9*demand 1,0*demand 1,1*demand 1,2*demand 

HV €49.046,55 €56.875,10 €56.927,97 €59.490,28 €61.040,82 

LV €83.529,10 €91.015,53 €95.712,09 €101.412,09 €108.012,43 

LV line €3.406,97 €3.572,43 €3.810,86 €3.950,72 €4.321,24 

Total costs €135.982,63 €151.463,07 €156.450,92 €164.853,10 €173.374,50 

Effect -13,08% -3,19% 0,00% 5,37% 10,82% 

Table 11 - sensitivity analysis demand rate on costs 

Sensitivity Demand  - Max. Tardiness 

Assembly type 0,8*demand 0,9*demand 1,0*demand 1,1*demand 1,2*demand 

HV 8 11 12 15 18 

LV 11 13 15 16 18 

LV line 2 3 4 5 6 

Max tard. 11 13 15 16 18 

Effect (%) -26,67% -13,33% 0,00% 6,67% 20,00% 
Table 12 - sensitivity analysis demand rate on max. tardiness 
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Figure 24 - sensitivity analysis demand rate on costs    Figure 25 - sensitivity demand rate on max. tardiness 

   

The results of the sensitivity analysis are summarized in Table 11 and Table 12. This data is 

visualized in Figure 24 and Figure 25. For costs hold that a 10% in- or decrease in demand does 

not result in in a 10% in- or decrease in costs. Since the capacity level stays the same and no 

capacity investments are made, workforce is the only dependent variable. A 20% in- or decrease 

however, has more impact on costs; namely around 10%. For max tardiness holds that a 10% or 

20% in- or decrease results in almost the same in- or decrease for the maximal tardiness 

measure. Overall can be concluded the model is not sensitive to changes in the demand rate on 

the short-term. On the long-term capacity can be added and therefore the sensitivity can be 

controlled. 

6.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter is discussed what the performance of the developed tool is based on relevant 

KPI’s. The output of the tool for week 4 and 5 2014 is compared with the real-life performance 

of the assembly department over this period. The maximum tardiness could be reduced by 

around 80% when using the method proposed by the tool. Next to that the number of tardy 

orders could be reduced by 80%. This better performance however can only be achieved by 

investing in extra capacity. Namely 4 work stations and an additional ( ((501,11-482)*7,5)/40 = ) 

4 FTE to operate these work stations. As a result also overtime is reduced using the new 

methodology.  
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7 Implementation plan 
 
The tool developed in this study is provided to Prodrive B.V. in order to determine the required 

capacity levels, and to get insight in the effect of changes in the capacity planning procedure on 

the performance of the system assembly department. As shown in the results of the case study 

the obtained performance is a lot different than the performance of the current situation. 

Therefore a couple of steps have to be taken before the tool can be implemented in the current 

capacity planning process, in order to secure a valid model. 

First, in section 7.1, is described how the tool has to be used in practice. Second practical 

performance of the model has to be further validated in practice, which is described in section 

7.2. Next to that, since the model has a couple of limitations, some improvements are discussed 

in section 7.3. The implementation of the tool itself will not be a part of the master thesis, 

because of time and scope restrictions. 

7.1 Use of tool 

The tool developed in this research, and the promising results it is generating, eventually will 

have to be implemented in practice. Therefore the responsibility of the tool is transferred within 

Prodrive to an employee who is responsible for improvements of the planning process. The ins 

and outs of the methodology, as of the use of the tool are explained such that future use and 

knowledge is secured. First the tool has to be used a lot more in practice next to the current 

capacity planning process, to get a detailed insight in the effect and impact of the tool. 

The tool currently works without any problems, only it could be made more user-friendly. 

Maintenance is required when input parameters change, or other output is required. More on 

maintenance, improvements and practical implementation is described in sections 7.2 and 7.3.  

 

The effort it will take to implement the tool depends on the intentions of Prodrive. If the tool 

remains being used in Excel, more effort will have to be put in SAP implementation and usability 

of the tool. Since the methodology will most likely be implemented in a custom software 

solution, the expected effort expressed in time and costs is are to give. Estimation will be that 

the implementation will require about two weeks of full-time programming, with an additional 

week of pre-study. Since the software project is already up and running, the costs will consist 

out of three weeks of full-time labor.  

7.2 Practical validation capacity planning tool 

The data used in the case study is real data, representing the to-be expected demand over a 12 

week horizon. During these 12 weeks the performance of each order has to be monitored for 

the work centers of system assembly. Delays and rescheduling of orders is not logged, and if not 

done manually this data is lost.  

The capacity levels that come out of the tool are verified in practice. Although roughly, the levels 

coming out of the tool where compared with the real-life capacity levels, and the behavior of 

the model is approved by the planning department. To get a more detailed understanding, the 
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output of the model has to be compared with real-life for a longer period of time (which could 

not be done due to time constraints).  

 

The second point that has to be addressed is the accuracy of the input data. The input data 

consists out of different processing times and an order overview for the planning horizon of 12 

weeks. The processing times are assumed to be accurate while the planned processing times can 

deviate from the real processing times. Processing times are currently not updated according to 

logged manufacturing data, which can cause deviations in planned and real-life processing 

times. Next to that some assumptions are made about delays and rescheduling of orders within 

certain time periods. These will have to be proven and verified in real life to assure that 

stochasticity is taken into account for a more accurate planning. 

7.3 Limitations and improvements 

The developed tool returns reasonable output. However some additional improvement 

recommendations can be given in order to obtain a better functioning tool. Because of 

assumptions and simplifications implemented in the tool, some room for improving and making 

the tool more realistic is still available. This can be done by; 

 

 Taking into account all departments and work centers, and thereby also the 

interdependencies, will lead to a more accurate planning over the entire makespan of an 

order (not only looking to system assembly). Also the progress of orders can be taken into 

account. If an order is delayed, timely action can be taken accordingly. 

 The tool can be extended with SAP implementation, this way data doesn’t have to be 

entered manually and exported. Next to that some improvements can be made in the VBA 

code to optimize the runtime of the tool (currently around 8 minutes for entire tool, and 2 

minutes for a new iteration when capacity is added). The tool itself can  also be extended by 

enabling it to run multiple scenario’s at once. Currently manual input is required. 

 A check for input data can be added which ensures the usage of up-to-date data. Or the 

method of entering data has to be changed. When the number of work and test stations 

changes this has to be directly visible in the tool. 

 The usability of the tool can be improved. This can be done by translating the output in such 

a way that it is directly useful (e.g. input for other process) for Prodrive. The model has 

numerous possibilities given variables included in the model. The tool can be made more 

user-friendly by programming it in another language. Currently Prodrive is working on a 

custom Manufacturing Enterprise System. The model used by this tool can be used to 

support the processes of the shop floor planner (sequencing and allocating orders, and its 

effect on performance). 
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8 Conclusions and recommendations 
In this chapter the most important conclusions following from this research are given. The 

conclusions all contribute to answering the research question with which this research was 

started, namely; 

 

“With which methodology can we, given certain performance targets on tardiness and costs, 

determine capacity levels for a system assembly department with fluctuating (partly known) 

demand and a high product mix in low volumes?” 

 

In order to answer the research question (and complete the accompanying research 

assignment) the research was divided into several sub-sections, discussed in section 1.4. The 

general conclusions are described in section 8.1. The recommendations for future research are 

described in section 8.2, and the theoretical contribution is described in section 8.3. 

8.1 General conclusion 

This research started off with determining the key parameters that influence the capacity 

planning process, and the characteristics of these parameters. Key parameters identified in 

literature and practice are demand characteristics and allocation policy. Next to that 

interdependencies and priority setting rules (sequencing rules) play an important role in the 

capacity planning process. Also the accuracy of the available input data is important for the 

eventual usability of the to-be developed tool. 

 

Within the system assembly department of Prodrive B.V. orders turned out to finish late, while 

started on time. First suspicions where that this was caused by a lack of capacity. A detailed 

analysis of the current situation resulted in other conclusions. A number of factors turned out to 

result in possible order delay. Capacity didn’t turned out to be a bottleneck in general, but only 

on moment’s demand peaked. The overall utilization was in general fairly low. Since demand is 

dynamic in Prodrive’s industry planning and allocation of orders is very important. A constant 

demand is most optimal and by planning and allocating orders they have to strive to this 

situation. For a period of 12 weeks all orders are known, and for a period of two weeks orders 

are fixed. 

The conclusion following from the detailed analysis was capacity itself was not the main 

bottleneck. The bottleneck causing the order delays is the result of some combined issues. The 

issues that fall within scope are priority setting (sequencing of orders), availability of capacity 

and insight in capacity requirements.  

 

The theoretical model and tool used to execute the case study eventually had to lead to a result 

out of which the most optimal capacity planning method could be determined. The tool gives 

insight in the capacity requirements given the orders for a 12 week planning horizon. Within the 

tool sequencing rules and available capacity can be adjusted. This eventually leads to an 
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overview where the available capacity is shown next to the related costs and performance. 

Performance is mainly expressed in maximum tardiness since this is the most important 

measure for Prodrive. But out of the tool also al lot of other performance measures related to 

tardiness can be extracted (e.g. number of tardy jobs, average tardiness, and utilization), 

depending on a company’s needs. 

Out of the case study could be concluded that the maximum tardiness could drastically be 

reduced (max tardiness of 28 vs. 5 days) by using the developed tool and underlying model. Also 

the number of tardy jobs could be reduced (60% of all orders vs. 11%). This performance could 

only be achieved by investing in additional capacity. When using the capacity levels as available 

in real-life performance still is better using the tool’s method. Maximum tardiness remains 5 

days but the number of tardy jobs increases to 35% of all orders in this period. Influences on 

workforce and average tardiness are very low.  

 

When comparing the different sequencing rules taken into account in the case study, the 

decision on which is the most optimal one depends on a company’s KPIs. For Prodrive maximum 

tardiness had to be minimized. The EDD method came out best looking to this performance 

measure. If costs and number of tardy jobs become more important, Prodrive can consider 

adopting the SPT sequencing method before allocating orders. This research proves the 

importance of a sequencing method. The influence this has on tardiness is significant. Although 

a sequencing rule always will be an approximation of the ideal situation, comparing methods is a 

very useful and easy to implement fix to a better performance. The tool developed in this 

research is designed in such a way that it is simple to adjust and implement other sequencing 

rules. Also it is possible to adjust other variables and input parameters. This eventually has led 

to a tool which makes it easy to run different scenarios on a fixed data set. The scenario’s 

provided in this research give an indication on what is possible with the developed tool. 

8.2 Practical recommendations 

Based on the analysis and findings of this report some practical recommendations are given. 

 

 Based on the results following from the practical implementation phase, future capacity 

planning should be done based on the tool developed in this study. Although some 

limitations apply, the first results look promising. 

 Investigate possibilities to extend the planning viewer of the SMD line with this model, 

such that interdependencies can be taken into account. 

 Determine replenishing periods and more constant batch sizes in consultation with 

customers. This way capacity will be more evenly utilized, and less peaks in utilization 

will occur on for example test capacity. Since Prodrive is part of a supply chain this may 

not always be possible. 

 Review a sequencing rule that takes set-up times into account. Although the times are in 

general low, a lot of new set-up changes take place.  
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 Make somebody responsible for the model; to let this model succeed someone has to 

be responsible for optimization and final implementation.  

8.3 Theoretical contribution 

The main academic contribution of this master thesis is the theory of combining the EDD 

sequencing method with the ‘least already allocated processing time’ allocation method. In 

current theory is described that the makespan of an order set is minimized when orders are 

sequenced LPT and subsequently are allocated to the workstation with the least already 

allocated processing time. In this study minimization of maximum tardiness was the main 

objective, together with obtaining a capacity level that is as constant as possible. By combining 

the methods of minimizing maximum tardiness and minimizing the makespan, an adjusted 

method is provided to achieve this performance measure.  

 

For the single machine problem EDD is known to be the best solution for minimizing maximum 

tardiness. Therefore in this research was assumed this probably also would hold for multiple 

parallel machines; which is confirmed in the case study. Next to that the developed 

methodology gives insight in the relation of costs, capacity and tardiness for a MTO assembly 

department with high mix low volume product assortment, and partly known demand for 

different sequencing rules. The insight created in these relations can be valuable for similar 

companies in comparable industries. 
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Appendix A 
 

Week 
Ut. Dream 
line 

Ut. HV 
single 

Ut. In 
line Ut. FAL 

Ut. SA 
single 

1 8,18% 2,30% 37,04% 38,63% 39,83% 

2 12,84% 25,24% 48,25% 159,05% 40,00% 

3 26,31% 39,01% 59,05% 116,23% 56,28% 

4 40,00% 42,51% 11,43% 113,63% 57,69% 

5 17,97% 16,01% 5,08% 141,62% 45,16% 

6 21,03% 13,63% 85,71% 106,21% 36,63% 

7 25,39% 54,37% 10,79% 93,05% 93,36% 

8 32,71% 51,39% 53,97% 95,34% 78,59% 

9 12,22% 32,95% 26,67% 135,45% 71,95% 

10 12,79% 45,57% 31,11% 168,96% 58,99% 

11 28,84% 86,18% 22,86% 153,79% 72,56% 

12 30,26% 67,53% 20,95% 128,24% 60,93% 

13 27,84% 126,93% 43,17% 87,49% 73,75% 

14 24,58% 65,60% 0,00% 96,12% 71,27% 

15 27,15% 79,02% 48,25% 162,74% 75,82% 

16 23,03% 35,17% 43,17% 102,99% 69,72% 

17 95,68% 41,23% 37,46% 123,14% 74,43% 

18 90,56% 67,23% 43,17% 92,04% 59,82% 

19 72,75% 36,99% 36,19% 60,40% 66,48% 

20 42,53% 45,29% 76,83% 106,37% 69,20% 

21 12,49% 67,11% 58,41% 86,37% 59,06% 

22 61,92% 86,83% 53,33% 102,38% 74,77% 

23 26,38% 72,77% 53,33% 105,88% 92,97% 

24 116,89% 48,55% 69,84% 123,22% 84,18% 

25 70,25% 104,05% 27,30% 126,40% 78,83% 

26 56,85% 75,11% 85,71% 85,84% 72,76% 

27 20,84% 114,03% 64,13% 83,83% 78,06% 

28 91,32% 78,69% 92,06% 72,56% 75,04% 

29 58,93% 34,24% 70,48% 75,57% 73,25% 

30 35,52% 21,12% 43,17% 74,61% 50,68% 

31 34,84% 24,14% 89,52% 91,22% 68,95% 

32 110,23% 32,34% 120,63% 77,43% 69,37% 

33 95,14% 49,70% 81,27% 99,50% 75,24% 

34 111,74% 26,48% 48,89% 79,42% 65,92% 

35 86,55% 53,34% 58,41% 76,49% 87,52% 

36 39,35% 22,46% 113,65% 69,64% 106,34% 

37 71,38% 26,39% 53,97% 92,50% 84,16% 

38 25,15% 30,50% 76,19% 63,13% 78,13% 

39 64,96% 10,31% 21,59% 53,01% 53,07% 

40 61,14% 35,86% 21,59% 66,49% 72,90% 

41 35,33% 28,76% 86,35% 90,51% 56,93% 

AVG 47,80% 49,19% 51,98% 99,45% 69,04% 
Table 13 - utilization assembly types 
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Appendix B 

In this appendix the results from the bachelor thesis of Kraaij (2013) are summarized. The most 
important measure in Table 14 is ‘orders delayed overall’ in the SA (system assembly) column. 
 

Performance measure  SMD  SA  

Total number of orders  65  88  

Orders delayed at 
department (preliminary)  

62%  83%  

Orders delayed at 
department (adjusted)  

37%  69%  

Orders delayed overall 
(preliminary)  

88%  60%  

Orders delayed overall 
(adjusted)  

88%  58%  

Delayed orders at 
department also delayed 
overall  

98%  80%  

Delayed orders at 
department also delayed 
overall (adjusted)  

92%  84%  

Average days delayed at 
department  

7,15  9,63  

Average days delayed overall  11,39  8,89  
Table 14 - Daily performance system assembly study Kraaij (2013)  
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Appendix C 
This appendix gives more detailed date behind the graphs for time period t = 0 to t = 2 in section 
6.2.3. 
 

Tardiness Costs Capacity Util avg lat. # Tardy 
Max 
tard. 

0,699115 €156.080,63 704 0,708263 -0,47082 57/257 -15 

0,64 €157.683,66 719 0,714208 -0,41245 55/257 -12 

0,617778 €157.683,66 719 0,714208 -0,393 55/257 -8 

0,613333 €157.683,66 719 0,714208 -0,38911 55/257 -8 

0,591111 €157.683,66 719 0,714208 -0,36965 55/257 -7 

0,551111 €158.293,09 731 0,726079 -0,33463 55/257 -7 

0,533333 €158.293,09 731 0,727071 -0,31907 55/257 -7 

0,513393 €158.725,09 735 0,730361 -0,28794 54/257 -7 

0,502242 €158.779,09 736 0,734747 -0,26848 54/257 -7 

0,481982 €158.995,09 737 0,736845 -0,24514 53/257 -7 

0,348624 €162.109,81 766 0,760973 -0,10895 45/257 -5 

0,325581 €162.351,89 768 0,761311 -0,07004 42/257 -5 

0,32243 €163.215,89 776 0,765697 -0,05447 43/257 -5 

0,287081 €164.071,99 784 0,768673 0,015564 36/257 -5 

0,253589 €164.748,73 790 0,770866 0,042802 34/257 -5 

0,226131 €166.651,46 807 0,778836 0,171206 26/257 -5 

0,174359 €168.941,15 828 0,787318 0,237354 19/257 -5 

0,13089 €170.337,34 841 0,803191 0,319066 12/257 -5 
Table 15 - EDD t = 0 to t = 2 

Tardiness Costs Capacity Util avg lat. # Tardy 
Max 
tard. 

8,023364 €166.192,51 750 0,73393 -6,40856 134/257 -93 

7,507042 €166.192,51 750 0,735588 -5,94163 133/257 -89 

7,084507 €166.225,68 751 0,735893 -5,59144 132/257 -89 

6,309859 €166.319,49 751 0,736754 -4,94942 131/257 -87 

4,530806 €168.447,77 773 0,752114 -3,42412 133/257 -85 

4,47619 €168.663,77 775 0,756083 -3,34241 131/257 -85 

3,172249 €168.850,15 778 0,763001 -2,25681 125/257 -85 

0,617647 €174.040,09 829 0,800534 -0,14008 72/257 -5 

0,205263 €175.029,58 838 0,805581 0,276265 23/257 -5 
Table 16 - LPT t = 0 to t = 2 
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Tardiness Costs Capacity Util avg lat. # Tardy 
Max 
tard. 

1,065657 €156.157,49 699 0,703478 -0,49027 27/257 -63 

0,752525 €158.641,49 722 0,738931 -0,24903 27/257 -34 

0,59596 €159.829,49 733 0,74817 -0,1284 27/257 -29 

0,505102 €162.811,83 758 0,770107 -0,02724 25/257 -24 

0,419689 €164.282,18 771 0,772762 0,066148 21/257 -24 

0,356021 €165.802,66 787 0,784667 0,132296 16/257 -21 

0,312169 €169.730,78 824 0,796429 0,18677 12/257 -21 

Table 17 - SPT t = 0 to t = 2 

Tardiness Costs Capacity Util avg lat. # Tardy 
Max 
tard. 

4,946903 €162.278,84 739 0,730226 -4,16342 127/257 -88 

4,196429 €162.278,84 742 0,733399 -3,45136 125/257 -85 

4,085202 €164.008,17 761 0,743315 -3,33463 126/257 -87 

3,108597 €165.031,92 770 0,765794 -2,45525 121/257 -83 

2,99537 €165.595,37 776 0,766132 -2,2607 113/257 -83 

0,835749 €170.678,70 824 0,793589 -0,36187 93/257 -15 

0,628713 €170.777,04 825 0,793589 -0,15564 73/257 -15 

0,326531 €170.778,21 826 0,793589 0,132296 33/257 -15 

Table 18 - CR t = 0 to t = 2 
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Appendix D 

This appendix gives more detailed date behind the graphs for time period t = 3 to t = 12 in 
section 6.2.3. For each sequencing method two graphs are provided. One for adding 
workstations only, and one for adding one test station besides additional workstations. Since 
output for EDD is already given in the results section, it is not shown again here. 
 

SPT 
 

 
Figure 26 - SPT t= 3 - 12 , max tardiness, adding workstations only 

 
Figure 27 - SPT t= 3 - 12 , max tardiness, adding workstations + 1 test station 
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Figure 28 - SPT t= 3 - 12, avg tardiness, adding workstations only 

 

 
Figure 29 - SPT t= 3 - 12 , avg tardiness, adding workstations + 1 test station 
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LPT 
 

 
Figure 30 - LPT t= 3 - 12 , max tardiness, adding workstations only 

 
Figure 31 - LPT t= 3 - 12 , max tardiness, adding workstations + 1 test station 
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Figure 32 - LPT t= 3 - 12, avg tardiness, adding workstations only 

 
Figure 33 - LPT t= 3 - 12 , avg tardiness, adding workstations + 1 test station 
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Critical ratio 
 

 
Figure 34 - CR t= 3 - 12 , max tardiness, adding workstations only 

 
Figure 35 - CR t= 3 - 12 , max tardiness, adding workstations + 1 test station 
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Figure 36 - CR t= 3 - 12, avg tardiness, adding workstations only 

 
Figure 37 - CR t= 3 - 12 , avg tardiness, adding workstations + 1 test station 
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Appendix E 

This appendix gives insight in the complexity and detailed way of working of the tool. The tool is 
developed in Excel and therefore the most important parts of code is addressed in this 
Appendix. 
 
The test capacity for each order (in this case HV orders) is determined by: 
 
Sheets("HV").Select 
 
    a = 2 
    Do Until IsEmpty(Cells(a, 12)) 
     
        b = 17 
        Do Until IsEmpty(Sheets("Dashboard").Cells(b, 1)) 
     
        valuea = Cells(a, 12) 
        valueb = Sheets("Dashboard").Cells(b, 1) 
     
            If valuea = valueb And Sheets("Dashboard").Cells(b, 6) > 0 And 
Sheets("Dashboard").Cells(b, 4) > 0 And Sheets("Dashboard").Cells(b, 5) > 0 Then 
            Cells(a, 19) = ((Cells(a, 21) - Sheets("Dashboard").Cells(b, 4)) / 
Sheets("Dashboard").Cells(b, 5)) * Sheets("Dashboard").Cells(b, 7) 
     
            End If 
        b = b + 1 
     
        Loop 
    a = a + 1 
    Loop 
 
If PN of and order is the same as the PN on the dashboard sheet, and process and set-up times 
are bigger than zero the test capacity is determined. This is done as described in chapter 5. 
 
For the allocation of orders, the workstation with the lowest already allocated processing time 
has to be found. First is checked if the processing time of the order being handled plus the 
allocated processing time of a workstation is bigger than the shift length plus allowed overtime. 
 
For orders with a lead-time of more than one day: 
 
Line1: 
             
        Do Until processingtime = 0 
         
            If Nextworkstation = Workstationsassy Then 
             
                Nextworkstation = 0 
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                j = j + 1 
             
            End If 
                         
                If processingtime > (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
                        minimum = Application.Min(Range("AB" & j & ":" & Chr(Int(((28 + Workstations) - 
2) / 26) + 64) & Chr((((28 + Workstations) - 2) Mod 26) + 65) & j)) 
                        If minimum >= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
                         
                            j = j + 1 
                                    
                        ElseIf minimum <= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
                             
                            stopp = 0 
                            For alfa = 28 To (28 + Workstations) - 1 
                             
                                Value = Cells(j, alfa) + Shiftlength 
                                Minrange = Application.Min(Range("AB" & j & ":" & Chr(Int(((28 + 
Workstations) - 2) / 26) + 64) & Chr((((28 + Workstations) - 2) Mod 26) + 65) & j))  
 
                                If Value > (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) And Value > Minrange And Minrange 
> 0 And stopp = 0 Then 
                                 
                                j = j + 1 
                                alfa = 28 
                                stopp = 1 
                                 
                                ElseIf Value <= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) And processingtime > 
Shiftlength And stopp = 0 Then  
                                             
                                            Cells(j, alfa) = Cells(j, alfa) + Shiftlength 
                                            p = alfa 
                                            stopp = 1 
                                             
                                            If processingtime > 0 Then 
                                                Cells(j + 144, alfa) = Cells(i, 7) & "-" & Cells(j + 144, alfa) 
                                            End If 
                                             
                                            processingtime = processingtime - Shiftlength 
                                 
                                End If 
                            Next 
                                    f = Shiftlength 
                        End If 
                   
                ElseIf processingtime <= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) And Workstationsassy > 1 Then 
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                        If (Application.Min(Range("AB" & j & ":" & Chr(Int(((28 + Workstations) - 2) / 26) + 
64) & Chr((((28 + Workstations) - 2) Mod 26) + 65) & j))) > (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
                             
                            j = j + 1 
                         
                        ElseIf minimum <= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
                                 
                                stoppen = 0 
                                For alfa = 28 To (28 + Workstations) - 1 
                                    Value = Cells(j, alfa) + processingtime 
                                    Minrange = Application.Min(Range("AB" & j & ":" & Chr(Int(((28 + 
Workstations) - 2) / 26) + 64) & Chr((((28 + Workstations) - 2) Mod 26) + 65) & j)) 
                                 
                                    If Value > (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) And Value > Minrange And 
Minrange > 0 Then 
                                     
                                        j = j + 1 
                                     
                                    ElseIf Value <= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
     
                                            Cells(j, alfa) = Cells(j, alfa) + processingtime 
                                             
                                            If processingtime > 0 Then 
                                                Cells(j + 144, alfa) = Cells(i, 7) & "-" & Cells(j + 144, alfa) 
                                            End If 
                                         
                                        processingtime = 0 
 
                    ' tardiness bepalen 
                                        If stoppen = 0 Then 
                                        Cells(i, 23) = Cells(i, 23) + (Cells(i, 6) - Cells(j, 27)) 
                                        stoppen = 1 
                                        End If 
     
                                    End If 
                                Next 
 
                          End If 
 
                ElseIf processingtime <= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) And Workstationsassy = 1 Then 
                        minimum = Application.Min(Range("AB" & j & ":" & Chr(Int(((28 + Workstations) - 
2) / 26) + 64) & Chr((((28 + Workstations) - 2) Mod 26) + 65) & j)) 
                        stopp = 0 
                             
                            If p = 0 Then 
                            p = alfa 
                            ElseIf p > 0 Then 
                            p = p 
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                            End If 
                             
                            Cells(j, p) = Cells(j, p) + processingtime 
                            Cells(j + 144, p) = Cells(i, 7) & "-" & Cells(j + 144, p) 
                         
                        f = 0 
                        processingtime = 0 
             
            ' tardiness bepalen 
                        Cells(i, 23) = Cells(i, 23) + (Cells(i, 6) - Cells(j, 27)) 
                     
             
              
             End If 
                 
                Nextworkstation = Nextworkstation + 1 
             
            Loop 
 
For orders with a lead-time of one day or less: 
        
Line2: 
 
        Do Until processingtime = 0 
             
                If Nextworkstation = Workstationsassy Then 
                 
                    Nextworkstation = 0 
                     
                    j = j 
                 
                End If 
                 
                    Nextworkstation = 0 
                     
                    If processingtime > (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
                    minimum = Application.Min(Range("AB" & j & ":" & Chr(Int(((28 + Workstations) - 2) / 
26) + 64) & Chr((((28 + Workstations) - 2) Mod 26) + 65) & j)) 
                     
                        If minimum >= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
                         
                        j = j + 1 
                         
                        ElseIf minimum <= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
                         
                            For alfa = 28 To (28 + Workstations) - 1 
                                Value = Cells(j, alfa) + Shiftlength 
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                                Minrange = Application.Min(Range("AB" & j & ":" & Chr(Int(((28 + 
Workstations) - 2) / 26) + 64) & Chr((((28 + Workstations) - 2) Mod 26) + 65) & j))  
 
                                If Value > (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) And Value > Minrange And Minrange 
> 0 Then 
                                 
                                j = j + 1 
                                alfa = 28 
                                 
                                ElseIf Value <= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) And processingtime > 
(Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24)))                                 
                                            Cells(j, alfa) = Cells(j, alfa) + Shiftlength 
                                             
                                            If processingtime > 0 Then 
                                                Cells(j + 144, alfa) = Cells(i, 7) & "-" & Cells(j + 144, alfa) 
                                            End If 
                                             
                                            processingtime = processingtime - Shiftlength 
 
                                 
                                End If 
                            Next 
                                    f = Shiftlength 
                        End If 
                   
                    ElseIf processingtime <= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
                                                         
                            If minimum > (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
                             
                            j = j + 1 
                             
                            ElseIf minimum <= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
                             
                                stoppen = 0 
                                For alfa = 28 To (28 + Workstations) - 1 
                                    Value = Cells(j, alfa) + processingtime 
                                    Minrange = Application.Min(Range("AB" & j & ":" & Chr(Int(((28 + 
Workstations) - 2) / 26) + 64) & Chr((((28 + Workstations) - 2) Mod 26) + 65) & j)) 
                                 
                                    If Value > (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) And Value > Minrange And 
Minrange > 0 Then 
                                     
                                        j = j + 1 
                                     
                                    ElseIf Value <= (Shiftlength * (1 + Cells(i, 24))) Then 
     
                                            Cells(j, alfa) = Cells(j, alfa) + processingtime 
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                                            If processingtime > 0 Then 
                                                Cells(j + 144, alfa) = Cells(i, 7) & "-" & Cells(j + 144, alfa) 
                                            End If 
                                         
                                        processingtime = 0 
                     
                    'tardiness berekenen 
                                        If stoppen = 0 Then 
                                        Cells(i, 23) = Cells(i, 23) + (Cells(i, 6) - Cells(j, 27)) 
                                        stoppen = 1 
                                        End If 
     
                                    End If 
                                Next 
                                     
                            End If 
                             
                End If 
                                    
                Nextworkstation = Nextworkstation + 1 
                     
            Loop 
              
i = i + 1 
Loop 
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Appendix F 
In this appendix the flow of the Excel capacity planning tool is given in a simplified way. 
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Figure 38 - Flowchart capacity planning tool 


